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Tamaras Calls 
For Aid to 
Victims of 
Crime 
Supervisor Peter 

Tamaras has called for 
the enactment of an ordi- 
nance which will put San 

Francisco on record as be- 
ing committed to help the 
victims of crime. 
Tamaras outlined his pro- 
posal for a Victim/Witness 
Assistance Program at a 
meeting of the Govern- 
mental Services Commit- 
tee of the Board of Super- 
visors on March 8. 

The ordinance would 
provide for staff and 
volunteers to help victims 
obtain monetary compen- 
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sation for their injuries, 
to explain the court 
process to victims and 
witnesses unfamiliar with 
all of its aspects, to pro- 
vide counseling, rehabili- 
tation, and transportation 
to and from court. The 
Project would make sure 
hat victims know exactl 
where in the judicia 
process their case is at 
any given time. It will 
atfempt to make sure that 
all persons who deal with 
the victims of rape and 
domestic violence are 
sensitive to their special 
needs for counseling. It 
will place special em- 
phasis on the needs of the 
Sidon 

Calling the proposal "a 
much needed reform to 
aid the victims of crime, 
Tamaras observed that "in 
our concern for protectin 
the rights of crimina 
defendants, we have often 
forgotten that their vic- 
tims need help too." 

"This proposal, which 
represents e culmina- 
tion of a tremendous 
amount of work by my 
office, the Mayor's Crim- 
inal Justice Council, 
women's groups, senior 
citizens' groups, a myriad 
number of other con- 
cerned community organi- 
zations, and numerous 
criminal justice agencies, 
is designed to make the 
system less labyrinthine 

‘and more sensitive. It 
puts San Francisco 

nv tion, 

squarely on record as 
caring for the victims of 
crime," said Tamaras, who 
has worked for at least 
two years to establish a 
service for the victims of 
crime. 

The proposal is slated 
to take ‘effect July, 
1977, when it will receive 
approximately $98,000 
from the Law Enforce- 
ment Assistance Adminis- 
tration. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: We 
urge concerned Gay 
groups who were not in- 
volved in the shaping of 
the proposed program to 
involve themselves in the 
final structure and the 
implementation of the 
ordinance. For informa- 

i contact Barbara 
Matthews of Supervisor 
Tamaras' office at 558- 
2943. 

New Birth 
Certificate For 
Transsexuals 

AB 385 wherein trans- 
sexuals could receive new 
and "corrected" birth cer- 
tificates (new gender des- 
ignations to reflect sex 
change operations), was 
easily approved by the 
State Assembly ealth 
Committee in Sacra- 
mento. The vote was 7 to 
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2 in favor for “the bill's 
first legislative hurdle. 

The Sill, sponsored by 
Assemblyman Willie 
Brown (D-S.F.), now goes 
to the Ways and Means 
Committee for hearings 
March 23. Brown's Sacra- 
mento office was pleased 
and encouraged by AB 
385's smooth sailing thus 
far. 

Assemblyman Art 
Agnos (D-S.F.), a member 
of the Health Committee 
who also voted for pas- 
sage, was happy with the 
victory. He voiced con- 
cern from his IF. office 
that the bill will be diffi- 
cult to pass. He fears it 
will arouse hostility both 
unfair and irrelevant. 
"Some will respond to the 
bill," he said, "on feelings 
rather than on its merits." 

"It is long overdue," he 
continued, "merely bring- 
ing the Health Depart- 
ments to conform with 
other state and national 
laws and agencies - i.e. 
Social Security, D.M.V." 
wherein a sex change is 
recognized and indicated. 

Under AB 385, a trans- 
sexual would apply for the 
birth certificate change 
to the State Health De- 
partment. Local birth 
records would automati- 
cally be brought into con- 
formity. The cost would 
be $5 to switch. A new 
certificate would be put 
on file - indistinguishable 
from the original. 

The only additional re- 
quirement’ would be a 
letter from a surgeon at- 
testing that a sex change 
had been performed. 

A delegation of trans- 
sexuals were present at 
the Committee's hearings 
but were not called ge 
testify. 

While the bill has the 
backing of the Brown 
administration and Bay 
Area legislators, trans- 
sexuals and their friends 
are urged to write their 
legislators asking their 
support (ssnecially poten- 
tially hostile, sex-phobic 
lawmakers). Letters that 
personally detail embar- 
passing: humiliating, 
absurd experiences where- 
in a birth certificate con- 
tradicts a person's present 
anatomy and physical 
appearance, would be 
most convincing. 

Assemblyman Gordon 
Duffy (R-Hanford) ob- 
jected to AB 385 saying, 

I don't think the govern- 
ment can go on record 
condonin somethin 
that's not true." He ha 
decided gender was deter- 
mined by reproductive 
capability. "I have no 
problem if you want to set 
up a new category - N for 
neuter," Duffy concluded. 

criteria, the By is 
number of N's might be - 
overwhelming . . . perhaps 
more than Ste M - Fs 
combined. 

Yet Duffy's suggestion 
has its own mad logic... 
perhaps we need his "N" 
o suggest we need no 
categories whatever. 
  

I've always been 
suspicious of let- 
ters between lov- 
ers, suspecting 
them of being no 
more or less than 
exercises in self- 
indulgence. 

- Godfrey Smith   
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0 COTTO HAM AND ) TURKEY AND HAM (5 HAM 
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AMERICAN CHEESE CHEESE AMERICAN AMERICAN 
CHEESE CHEESE CHEESE 

SM LG FAM SM 1G FAM SM LG FAM |SM LG FAM SM LG FAM 
05 1,30 1,35 1,70 4.80 1.70 4,80 0 4.80 [1.35 1.70 4.80 

HAM HOT () HOT (10)tor ITALIA 
MEATBALL ROAST POD f 5 Se SAUSAGE N 

AND PARMESAN BEEF ALERTGLN WITH SAUCE 
CHEESE CLEESE PARMESAN CHEES 

SM LG FAM SM LG FAM SM LG FAM [SM LG FAM SM LG FAM 
1.40 1.80 4.85 |1.50 1.90 5.00 [1.40 1.80 4.85[1,50 1.90 5.00 | 1.40 1.80 4.85 

COTTO 0) GENOA 13) GENOA £) COTTO 15) GENOA 
PROVOLONE PROVOLONE COTTO PROVOLONE PROVOLONE 
MORTADELLA MOR TADELLA PROVOLONE CAPICOLLA CAPICOLLA 

MORTADELLA MORTADELLA MORTADELLA 
SM LG FAM SM LG FAM SM LG FAM | SM 1G FAM SM LG FAM 

1,25 1.55 4.55 [1.30 1.60 4.50 [1.35 1.70 4,801.35 1.70 4.80 [1.35 1.70 4.80 
NO A TR 1D omar (0) comm ron BOLOGNA EGG SALAD PROVOLONE PROVOLONE DS ioEoI. AP OLE PROVOLONE SALAD (ALBACORE) 

ORAL A CAPICOLLA CHEESE CHEESE 

SM LG FAM SM LG FAM SM LG FAM | SM LG FAM SM LG FAM 
1.40 1.80 4,85 [1.35 1.70 4,80 [1.35 1.70 4,801.05 1.30 3.55] 1.50 1.90 5.00 

AMERICAN 
() A700L00 G2) AND (25) SALAMI AVS (2) B-B-Q 

PROVOLONE AND BEEF 
CHEESE Shield CHEESE TURKEY 

(SEASONAL) (SEASONAL) 
SM LG FAM SM LG FAM SM LG FAM | SM LG FAM SM LG FAM 

1.50 1,90 5.00 11.20 1.60 4.40 11.35 1.70 4.80]1.50 1.90 5.00] 1.50 1.90 5.00] 

THE (26) PIT RA A MEAL IN A SANDWICH!!! WN 

AVOCADO SUBS UP TO 2 FEET LONG!!! © 
LAER SRE we su Te FAM You think you found abig one! v 

1.35 1.70 4.80 -Try TOGO’S Oo 
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cisco, he can occasionally —————————— 

be seen heading for the ¢¢ »" 
airport, about to embark Gay 

HOUSE TALK isn “mon The Went 

° ings of guilt not knowing the boycott. In a meetin on 
Milk Forum the truth - and you migh I ask Caesar Chavez to March 15 at 330 

Eee———s——————————————==== even find that giving up publicly join the boycott. two committees were 
your favorite drink might I ask the District Attor- formed - finance and pub- 

      

  

  

  

  
  

      
   
   

   
    

i W s W make you a little prouder ney and his assistant, licity. The Coalition will a Coast to hunt down prima o ? : - in helping rid the world Douglas Munson, to pub- raise money by setting u "GAY'S" Unhappy Plight Wishes forlornly that jon 56" and other wild Our ord, Their ord: Leave Anita Alone? of hop DD Sahar Anita Baro, the AR booths in the Castro an GAY" had kept its virgin- joss. "His column will 5 Bryants. I ask our Gay leaders to Polk areas, distributing In this issue we open a ity. With Jack Warner, feature reviews as a trav- Why Call Them Gay: deplore the state- publicly join the boycott collection cans in Gay three-part series on the We rest our case. eling opera correspondent; pv ATK WARNER ments made by the Na- I ask the NGTF to join businesses, asking Gay bar word "GAY." Its use and Rumblings From Valhalla information about oe bu Harvey Milk tional Gay Task Force the boycott. owners to put on fund alleged abuse have been coming events in the y y that we should not trv to We don't need any mass raisers. e ublicity causing Sone Jocal con si Szerting with a Wests ODere, world, with PARTI have Anita Bryant fired meetings o rallies. All gommiitee will istripyte sternation of late (another Marc issue, we will be travel tips for those o " " ish {- from her job. = We don't we need is for everyone to literature, enter a motion 
case Of fiolen goods it featuring 2,08, Solun you whe ‘might 1. dif Toe WN LE it ir used bY moons 1 Eves han ings vob] Sens a go need ond Toms to lead just stop drinking 4 supporting the boycott at seems). The teapot tem- entitled "THE TALES OF ferent cities along the describe themselves, t id ac I a anor Jomew ! ho ha drink hold those who do not hold Us to the gas chambers. As Dr. Frances Welsing this week's CDC Conven- 
PE Tet, Aner IR SITERA, centering const When SXciting Bo fae Yeon inn oe $ Ro aight" people, as Florid : jui SS t ublic office from follow- Theirs is a statement of speaking on racism, so tion in San Jose. : wrinkle in the homophobic around the world of opera. formances will be taking uneasy. Non-homosexuals - or lis Pan 5 be ou et : OH SDrange juice J ut P their lead. We can put Weakness that can only=well put it, "We'd better- A fund-raising dance is matrix. Jack Warner, a San Francisco is probably place. There will also be Gay people call them - are ngling alii pt jus 1S ne gan SE. Tica] ne: hboy encourage the Anita learn from history. And tentatively scheduled for S.F. free-lance writer, the most opera conscious interviews with people in the word "gay" has always jaf e pas m nx Hk tainty ren y wos ma e pol 2 r ure on 1% Bryants. There are we'd better wake up!" April 29. lays the word out ... city in America, and after all phases of the opera merry, lively, bright. Straight people 883 at Bey any gi Stones: [t wl 1 ¥ lo 0 oy ic Spline: Cnbugh ut there who hate The Support Coalition hopefully laying the issue scurrying around the world: singers, backstage don't’ understand how such a "nice Word is x Row that ateiy Brak ut pot, ond ose ¥ 9 0 21 eon his Loan thconstant touch 
to rest. In the light of nooks and crannies of the artists, some of the more quired the special homosexual an od A nw Comes rom the eL ED Ea I Per. WO “Louk ot your orange ~& T= RA. with Miami Gay activists Charles McCabe's lament Civic Center, we came up amazing opera fans and so commonly used by both homosexuals an on or Bro Dil ope San ph SCIRamne PRs jdice comtainnr - If yom S.F. - Miami who believe that combat- in last week's S.F. with one of the more local Setar of the public media. . I ot’ b phy an fo 30 he Som OL IH, Ot 10 ht Sion of Phere ing the Christian Crusade 
CHRONICLE wherein he opera-crazed people in opera scene in addition to A well-known San Francisco co nis , as stick my head in the san 0 0 on g comes from. there is one Ga Su ort to Save Our Children will complains he can't imag- town. fabulous tales of operatic asked on several occasions, "Why do they call hen and the danger will just green light. thing you can be sure of - v PP be an up-hill battle. ine "how "GAY" fell in George Heymont moved lore and fun for the un- Gay when so many of them’ aren't? BY a disappear” philosophy. PINEAPPLE JUICE if ft dos come TOV TTT —T7FTY It has been reported with the bad company it here five years ago from initiated. commentator on National Public Radio has com- Only the danger will not : r offecti Yioride, Jou are sappoct 4 2 . e L pe ) 

i We on Pop Swe the East Coast. Alihough P. Lorch plained about hat N gor oa De la disappear. on 3 oi ELE Yrs ing a person who is MIAMI GAY SUPPORT i Ma nk o hee : iving i = . i 9 ir. -respecting pers e other person . ; z . ; Sheer Feason: yw jeCave. habplly living in San Feah | he op til Youd no eh he A in a tone other on Unions and governments preaching hatred towards COALITION FORMS fomophobic campaign a 1] that lets his listeners know that he feels unfairly Anita Bryant and her ilk use that method. There is every Gay person, espe- national crusade. She 
put-upon. These are but two expressions of recent are disturbed people. no reason why EVERY cially the young. If you Ap '5q hoc' committee plans to expose the back- 
confusion about what is assumed to be a new and Letting her get away with Gay person cannot fight are unsure where your of (Gay Action has formed ers of the Abzug Bill, 
unusual use of the word. her bigotry and hatred is Anita Bryant in the priva- orange juice comes from 3nd is formulatin plans recently introduced into 

"Gay," as homosexuals use the ter, has Shen not too far from jorsing cy of tg ii hofde and dump it! to join the Gay rights bat- Gon fags i ge Gay 
ally come into public use only since the late 1 's - the Nixons and the Hitlers bar. ust stop drinking . tle’ shaping up again in rights, co ee JA N Ee D oO = that is, te Pre formation of an active Say get away with their sick- 155108 orn $ lice. You A NATIONWIDE BOYCOTT Dade County, Floss 2. reputable. 
iberation movement. It was known and used by nesses. And, it is only one 7 <4 
homosexuals, of course, long before that time, step away from letting anyone if you don't want. I ask all Gay people. XY. MONTH w/ad presents although they kept their special meaning pretty eople like our Asst. D.A. to. If you are unsure of and all of our "friends." to JV LUSIDATE 1] ] much to themselves. It was part of the Sacred life Yunson get away with 1s i juice o3Y Som avoid Florida orange 

i als w obliged to live. is is not anti-Gay remarks. e orida, just switc 0 juice. 
i gh wg di ote have been any have too many police pineapple Pe It is thes * I ask all those who boy- ANSWERING SERVICE * FREE! » the INV ESTITURE of more informed about the source of the term than chiefs like Ed Davis, too simple. ; } cotted Gallo to join us in LY) per MONTH wr nusao L.P. Stereo Record 
many straight people are at present. For a good many Nixons, too many _ Of course, it might be this protest. ; WITH BOX RENTAL! 
many years, the double meaning of the term has Munsons and too many inconvenient - but think I ask the same Board of 
brought humor to Gay situations, but it has also Bryants in the world. of how inconvenient it is Supervisors that found 928-9900 
brought unanswered questions about what the term Every one of them should for every Gay person. Gallo wrong to pass a res-|[ERSIISSel 9 AM to 7 PM, Monday thru Saturday 

0 UR 1 {I 1 = really means. be called down for their especially those "coming olution against Florida 3: JN 
spite of the present confusion, the word wrong-doings. ot jo rea the Fi lies orange Juice. : to.401 681 ELLIS STREET, S. F. 94109 

"Gay," in its homosexual context, has a long and The Anita Bryants get of the nita ryants. as e unions to join ' ks 750 Plus tax : rOtTnCtable history. It will surely come as a Die their strength i Think of how inconvenient our boycott. We carry Imported Incense — 26 Stisks; 75¢ WHI 1 i= ROSE to many straight people to learn that their own Davises and Munsons. As it is for all those who I ask the Mayor to Dab- Liberty Rent-A-Box : ancestors have played the major part in this history. long as public officials are might suffer some feel- licly pronounce his joining —   
  

What follows is the story of a personal search for 
the way in which the word has come to acquire its 
homosexual meaning. 

A couple of years ago I was involved in an 
attempt to clear up some of the misinformation 
about homosexuals and homosexuality that is so 
prevalent in our society. Among other things: I gave 

{ informal talks to students and engaged in the 
exchange of ideas on the subject with them. Over a 

eriod of time, I discovered that the question most & ow a TT er SP ECIAL ATTRACTION requently asked by students was "Where does the 7 SRR word 'Gay' come from?" They wanted to know what . RN the word really means in this context and why it is To find an automobile dealership that lets you 3 1 

  

  

    

i Homose pals. ance 1 bad po direqt answer d bl d ff. '; or the students’ questions, I could only repeat an 5 explanation that had circulated among oa Parle be on TOP? If you need a depen able use / RB 
some thirty years ago when I had originally asked 

DIANA ROSS gases} ions about the word myself car or new Ford, come in and see us: 
This explanation stated that the word "Gay" was 

simply the initial letter "G," intended to stand for - - BD " (a word sometimes formerly used as a BUY LEASE SELL. synonym for "homosexual") and pronounced with a 
continental vowel sound. As one of the students 

on screen pointed out to me, the letter "G" is also pronounced If you want to be treated fairly 
pis way 2.3 least one of the major shorthand d d on systems. e argumen at went along with this 

explanation held that Gay people, Pg some by people you can epen eriod ol extreme oppression and persecution in the i vk (and there were eng such IS needed an come In and see us. 
identifying word that would be known to themselves GOLDEN GATE THEATER but would escape outside detection because of its common use in another context. In short, accordin 
to this explanation, the word was a secret sign, use much as members of a secret society or a fraternal 
organization might use a "password." 

At one time, this explanation seemed plausible. 
After all, the word was used in precisely that way b 
generations of Gay Beople; But the more I thought 
about this explanation, the more I felt that it sounded too made-up. 1 had a stron suspicion that it had been invented to fit an already-existin situation. For one thing, it seemed too conspirato- rial, and Gay people - in spite of certain c arges 

no host cocktails SUN APRIL 3 made at various times in history about homosexual 
conspiracies - have never been, even in modern 
Humes, $hat cohesive as a FED. 

: y. failure to answer the often-repeated fe 5 -4) pm tions of the students (at least to my Re Satintac. 
tion) started me on an investigation. Much to m ; o SHrpriss: She Investigation turned out to be bot 2 
short and easy. ne visit to the lib Hors d Oeuvres $ 6 donation sufficient, and i wondered why the other ok e hi 
had JSXpressed so much confusion over the term i 

rm hadn't also made an attempt to track it down. RIE EEE © . « .to be continued 
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Behi Beh Headlines 
Anita Bryant- 
Job Right For All? 

by George Mendenhall 

Reality, to most people, homosexuality makes one The immediate response 
does not come from homosexual “deny their by some Gay activists to 
human experience - at own childhood. Anita Bryant was to use 
least not in this country. In this atmosphere, a the media - not to argue 
Reality comes from the somewhat popular enter- against her conclusions, 

    

  

media. "Life" is present- tainer has expressed her but to deny her employ- 
ed to us on television, on ignorance and fear in ment with Singer Sewing 
the radio, in the movies regard to homosexuality. Machine Co. and the 

that Florida Citrus Commis- 
A campaign was 

launched and 
by much of the 

and in the newspapers. It appears logical ) 
That is a fact of life that those who are favorable sion. 
has worked to our advan- to Gay rights would at- informally 
tage in recent years as tempt to use the media - supporte } ; 
the media has discovered already friendly - to Gay press. The implica- 
and accepted homosexu- inform the entertainer tion was clear: those who 
ality. The effect of this and her followers how un- present illogical argu- 
has” been phenomenal in justified their fear is. ments in an attempt to 
changing attitudes and is Teachers psychologists deny Ga Dpopls their 
helping Gay people to and political activists rights will themselves be 
realize what is properly could move up front to denied employment. 
theirs - legal | social explain that homosexuals _ The National Gay Task 
equality. are no more fiendish than Force and the Alice B. 

That” homosexuality has heterosexuals. It would Toklas Democratic Club 
become more acceptable appear that Metropolitan have chosen not to en- 
is a fact that also fright- Community Church and dorse the attempt to deny 
ens and confuses a sizable those active in other Bryant employment. They 
art of our population. Christian churches could evidently believe, as this 
eligious fundamentalists be fully Gay and Christian reporter does, that 

and many parents believe - explaining that the Bible employment should not be 
that fiendish homosexuals includes passages denying denied unless the reason 
lurk around school grounds certain foods that Christ- for denial is based on a 
waiting to convert. This ians now eat and even person's inability to per- 
fear is real to the unin- calls for the stoning of form the task. hat 
formed. Those who fear sinners, which few Christ- [should include us - as Gay 
that the mere exposure to ians condone today. [persons - and Anita 
  

  

Hey! San Francisco! 

COME ON OVER! 

to HANS... 
WE HAVE A LOT TO OFFER OUR OUT-OF-TOWN VISITORS! 
  

Bl TWO BARS, one of brick and natural wood for comfortable 

cocktail lounging, the second, The Corall Room, for letting your 

hair down with BOOGIE DISCO DANCING nightly and at 

Sunday brunch. BM Our dining section features outstanding 

entrees served nightly by Oakland's favorite chef, James Langlie. 

BM Our BRUNCH which is served Weekends and Holidays with 

over 15 selections to choose from. BM Our searing JOCKEY 

SHORTS CONTEST held every Thursday night with a first prize 

of $50. M Prices on food and drink customed to suit most any 

wallet or purse. ll Friendly employees and customers to aid you 

in your visit to Oakland. ll Convenience. Just 6-10 minutes from 

Daly City-San Francisco. Exit from BART at the 12th Street 

Station in Oakland, walk to the 14th Street exit (still within the 

station), leave from the right—hand steps to the street, walk two 

short blocks and you‘re here. l You'll find lots of other reasons 

for visiting Hans’ once you're here. They're all over the place. B 

So we say to you San Franciscans’. .. 

GET OUT OF TOWN!! 
COME TO HANS’ IN OAKLAND 

We're at 316 14th Street, Oakland, Ca. 

Reservations 893-6280               
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Bryant. 
* kk 

Two local UHF tele- 
vision stations Present 
nationall syndicated, 
taped re gious programs 
that distort and misinform 
the public on homosexu- 
ality. ay are Channels 
20 (KEMO) and 38 
(KVOF). These are taped 
and circulated nationally 
through an informal net- 
work of religious stations. 
Although the programs 
are seen by relatively few 
eople, those who do see 
on are often the most 

'ultra-conservative funda- 
mentalists who raise con- 
siderable doubt in the 
minds of legislators with 
their incessant letter- 
writing. 

Recently, two youn 
men spoke on Channel 20's 
"700 Club" to express 
their homosexual unhappi- 
ness and then how e 
had "discovered Jesus" 
and become straight. The 
implication was emphatic 
that you cannot be a 
Christian and a homo- 
sexual. One admitted 
that he really enjoyed his 
ears as a homosexual but 
hat he later was "saved" 
and now he realizes that 
he was actually unhappy. 
Talk about brainwashing! 

The two men run a 
"converted Gay _Christ- 
ians" clinic in" Southern 
California where they 
"help former Gays" to 
adjust to the new non-Gay 
way of life. They call it 
"Exit" and the M.C. of the 
television show thought it 
was a great Christian 
undertaking. The men 
were asked if they agreed 
with M.C.C.'s Rev. Troy 
Perry that "homosexuality 
is inherited through the 
enes." The retired Gays 
old him that they were 

sure that Rev. Perry 

  

never made such a state- 
ment without in- 
formed people on these 
programs, the rhetoric 
about homosexuality can 

o on and on with such 
istortions. 
Anita Bryant surfaced 

on another taped, national 
TV program - "PTL Club" 
on Penal 38. Bryant 
appeared with a director 

es "Save the Children, 
Inc." group - husband Bob 
Green. , called for 
viewers to oppose legisla- 
tion that would give Gay 
people equality in housing 
and employment. This 
kind of political persua- 
sion is common on "non- 
political," non-profit 
religious programs. 

Opposition to this kind 
of programming can be 
made direct to the sta- 
tions involved with copies 
to the Federal Communi- 
cations Commission. Bill 
Hartman, a Gay local 
media person, has com- 
lained to the FCC about 
he Bryant-Green program 
and has asked for equal 
time to present views 
favorable to Gay legisla- 
tion. He is to be com- 
mended. 

The FCC has not 
addressed itself to Gay 
rights in the media, but it 
may be confronted with 
this issue when the reli- 
gious television stations 
apply for license renewal. 
In the next issue of B.A.R. 
we will be presenting the 
views of one of those 
commissioners who is 
favorable to justice for 
Gey people. 

ince the "media" is the 
name of the game, mark 
our calendar for April 6 - 
hat is the day that 
KPFA-FM (94.1) presents 
a 24-hour marathon of 
Gay programming. The 
schedule is elsewhere 

  

Anita’s Petition 
Reaches Goal 

  

MIAMI - The petition 
drive organized by Anita 
Bryant and her "Save the 
Children, Inc." crusade 
has collected enough sig- 
natures for a referendum 
on a new Dade County 
ordinance banning dis- 
crimination in housing and 

job, opportunities on the 
asis of sexual orienta- 

tion. 
County law gives the 
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county commission 30 
days either to repeal the 
recent ordinance or set up 
a_special election within 
120 days. At press time, 
word was that the latter 
option was chosen, and 
the election is set for 
June 7. 

Election officials 
estimated 53,000 voters 
signed the petitions. Onl 
10,000 were needed, an 
election officials have 
certified 11,072. 

Bryant opposed the law 
claiming it gave homo- 
sexuals a chance to re- 
cruit children. 
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Younger’s Vote on Rose Bird 
  

When Attorney General 
Evelle Younger voted to 
confirm Rose Bird as the 
new Chief Justice of the 
California Supreme Court, 
he served Governor Brown 
notice that 
Younger is no political 
novice and is, in fact, a 
man that the young Gov- 
ernor is going to have 
trouble with in next year's 
election. When Brown 
chose to appoint a woman 
minus experience on the 
bench, he put the Attor- 
ney General on the spot; 
Younger proved im 
wrong. Brown obviously 
knew that conservatives 
would object to a liberal 
on the bench and would 
pressure Younger to vote 
against confirmation (the 
two other potential GOP 
candidates, San Diego 
Mayor Pete Wilson and 
L.A. Police Chief Davis, 
were quick to add to . 
Younger's supposed dilem- 
ma by opposing Bird). The 
ressure from conserva- 
ives did indeed come. 
Younger needs their sup- 
port in a Republican pri- 
mary, and what with the 
votes of the Commission 
on Judicial Appointments 
it it became obvious 

that Younger's vote would 
decide. e pressure was 
tremendous. Younger's 
staff reported that a 'No' 
vote was urged by the 
highest of Republicans - 
hinting that even former 
Governor Reagan joined 
the cause against Bird. 

After two days of testi- 
mony, Younger announced 
he would vote to confirm 
the Governor's choice. 
Younger interrupted a 
day-long succession of 
individual statements 
about Ms. Bird's nomina- 
tion to says "I'm Brepated 
to vote to confirm the 
nomination of Rose Bird." 
The crowded Supreme 
Court chamber was swept 
by applause, for most 
speakers and spectators 
have supported Bird. "I do 
so reluctantly because 
many other judges are 
qualified to assume the 
gosition, but the law 
oesn't require the Gov- 

ernor to appoint a Judge: 
Mr. Younger said. "This 
appointment does show a 
lack of respect for hun- 
dreds of judges in the 
state, some’ of them fe- 
male, liberal and Demo- 
crat; but I cannot 
substitute my judgment 
for the Governor's." 
Younger said that he be- 
lieved Brown should have 
appointed a judge who had 
demonstrated a thorough 
knowledge of law and a 
judicial temperament; 
owever, he said, the fact 

that Ms. Bird was not op- 
posed by police officers 
and other law enforce- 
ment Froues carried great 
weight with him. ~"M 
only responsibility is to 
determine when Rose Bird 
is qualified, Mr. Younger 
said. "In the absence of 
evidence to the contrary 

am compelled to find 
that she is indeed quali- 
fied. The Governor has 

by Wayne Friday 

. wit a 

  

   

  

      

   
   

Evelle [ Pe 

- ROSE ELIZABETH BIRD 

not deceived anyone. He 
announced when he be- 
came Governor the kind 

of appointments he in- 
tended to make, and she 
follows this profile. The 
decision to nominate Rose 
Bird was, in effect, made 
by our voters in 1974." In 
other words, Younger was 
telling Californians that if 
they didn't like the ap- 
pointments Brown was 
making, they had only 
themselves "to blame, 
since they should have 
been aware when they 
elected him. 

Previously, the Com- 
mission confirmed the 
first Black member of the 
court, Superior Court 
Judge Wiley Manuel of 
Oakland. It has been 
rumored that Younger was 
an early supporter of 
Manuel's appointment 
before it was made public 
by the Governor. By 
voting to confirm Rose 
Bird, Younger has won the 
support of many in the 
feminist movement and 
those in the liberal com- 
munity who were certain 
he would vote against her. 
In doing so, he took awa 
what overnor Brown's 
advisors were hoping to 
use as a_ campaign tactic 
against Younger. But now 
Bird is confirmed and the 
Republican Attorney 
General is viewed, in 
some quarters, as a man 
with a garland on his 
head; a man who has a 
heart after all. "Had I the 
authority, I would have 
appointed someone other 
than Rose Bird. But. 
having determined that 
she is qualified, I have no 
legal or moral right to 
substitute my judgment 
for the Governor's." 

One marveling critic of 
the Attorney General 
called it a "statesmanlike 
erformance." In the end, 
ounger voted in a 

dramatic way that caught 
most observers, including 
the Governor himself, by 

. secret that 

THE 

surprise and left Younger 
\ 2 "man of con- 

science" image. It is no 
: rown would 

like to take a run at 
Jimmy Carter again, but 
first he must get re-elect- 
ed Governor. He will 

: have to do a lot of fence- 
* mending if he wants to 
get by the one bi 
obstacle -  Evelle ¥ 
Younger. The Republican 
Attorney General is a 
proven vote-getter (the 
only Republican to win/a 
statewide office while 
Brown was being elected] 
Governor); he has the 
death penalty issue solidly 
in his corner; and the way 
he handled the Rose Bird 
nomination should plainly 
show Jerry Brown that 
Evelle Younger is one hell 
of a smart politician. Ah, 
yes, the race for Governor 
next year should be a 
beauty. 

POLITICS & POKER... 

Gay voters in L.A. be- 
ing courted by both Mayor 
Bradley and’ his April 5 
Primary opponent, State 
Senator Alan Robbins . .. 
those Loehing to repeal 
Prop. meaning mostly 
the CofC and other down- 
town interests, aided by 
some of our so-called Gay 
"leaders" have attained 
the necessary signatures; 
and the scheme to kill 
District Elections before 
it has had a chance will be 
ou to the voters again in 
une ... in reply to the 

recent question “by the 
L.A. TIMES, "Would you 
vote to override the gov- 
ernor's veto of a bill to 
restore the death pen- 
alty?" Senator Marks re- 
plied, "No." Senator Foran 
answered he "didn't 
know." Asked the same 
uestion, Assemblymen 

0S, Brown and 
cCarthy Fgplied, "No." 

. « « Pete McCloskey bids 
urged to run for U.S. 
Senator next year ... San 
Jose Assemblyman Alister 
McAlister (D) will run for 
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HANGING 1977 

New Year Parade ... 
California labor leaders 

Attorney General . .. the miffed at Senator Cran- 
newest State Senator in Ston's vote on the Senate 
California is Alan Sieroty Water Projects Amend- 
(D) elected to the unex- ment (a bill intended to 
ired term in the 22nd force the President to 
.A. District ... NEWS- spend funds appropriated 

‘WEST magazine comes Py Congress for 19 water 
out the 28th with a scath- projects including two in 
{ story titled "The California); ranston 
Broken Promises of Mayor voted against the amend- 
Moscone" . . . some liberal mest, hie Hayakawa 
‘Republicans would like vote or it ... Rut 
Milton Marks to think Garter Stapleton, the 
about seeking a higher President's sister, spent 
office ... Supervisor time last week working at 
Feinstein slated to be- the Haight-Ashbury Free 
come HUD Director? ... Drug Clinic - "there is a 
Attorney Jim Reilly, can- Solution for every prob- 
'didate or City ile lem,” says the 47 year old 
warmly received when he NOrth Carolina evangelist, 
spoke to overflow Tavern Who has been hitting the 

uild meeting ... Attor- Gospel trail for the past 
Genera Younger ten years preaching her 

served as Grand Marshall unique brand of spiritual 
at the recent Chinese psychotherapy... 
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I have been asked why 
don't I do something on 
Lesbians. To be more 
responsive to the needs of 
our Gay sisters, the 
B.A.R. has established a 
"Women's Space" and is 
looking for good Lesbian 
writers. 

I could not be more 
overjoyed that this paper 
is getting involved in 
long-neglected Lesbian 
causes. 

But the rub is that I 
don't know that many of 
my Gay sisters, though I 
do keep up-to-date on 
their various activities 
(especially those dealin 
wit Lesbian mothers). 
And when you deal with a 
segment of the Lesbian 
community whose most 
vocal members are also 
screaming separatists, 
foiing specifics on the 
esbian community as a 

CTR Nd oe 
together. 

...a flight above the crowd 
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whole is like trying to box 
og. 

So the comments here 
should not necessarily be 
taken as gospel, but only 
as the efforts of a Gay 
seeker after insights. 

I can tell you what to- 
day's Lesbian communit 
is NOT. It's not what it 
was a few years ago, when 
women like Del artin 
and Jo Daly were alone in 
the forefront of the 
movement. Then, there 
was the Shiginal Daugh- 
ters of Bilitis. Today, 
there are women's coffee- 
houses, bookstores, 
leather and craft shops, 
publications gardening 
services and even prindne 
companies, as well as the 
DO an forty-eleven 
other Lesbian groups, up 
and down the state. 

The 1977 Lesbian, from 
my observations, is a LOT 
more independent. By- 
gone days presented an 
image of Lesbians and 
Cay'men working together 
in harmony, but this was 
usually because the Les- 
bian's sentiments were a 
mirror-image of those the 
Gay males had (case in 
rint: putting Del Martin, 
hyllis Lyon and Jo Daly 

chockablock with Jim 
Foster, Duke Smith and 
David Goodstein). -Now 
matters are taken in fem- 
inist terms first. She 
looks out for herself be- 
cause nobody ever did it 
for her in the past. 

And somethin else 
she's not: she's NOT im- 
pressed by the "noblesse 
oblige" of Gay organiza- 
tions ~ who solicl her 
membership. In her 
excellent column for 
NEWSWEST, Ter 
DeCrescenzo points out 
the chief fault of nearly 
every Gey group in exist- 
ence: "The prdgrans are 
male-oriented, the meet- 
ings are male-oriented 
and the ambience, the 
language and the social 
interaction are all male- 
identified ... (they) in- 
volve the men as the 
ivers and the women as 

e receivers. They are 
addressed to the needs of 
the men, rather than the 
women." 

This cuts right to the 
heart of" the matter. 
When the Gay Freedom 
Dey Committee meets 
and immediately sets up a 
rule that all major com- 
mittees must be co- 
chaired by both a Lesbian 
and a Gay male, it gives 
sisters a motivation for 
getting involved. Yet 
when a half-dozen sisters 
attend the inau 
meeting of Gay Action, 
only to find that the pro- 
grams have already been 
set up by men and will 
involve male issues only, 
such as the Castro vio- 
lence, they write off their 
expectations and don't 
return. 

Because the Gay male 
community 
Lesbians over so badly in 
the past, it is now up to us 
to take the initiative and 
take a sincere interest in 
what our sisters are goin 
through. And if we wan 
them in our groups, we'd 
damn well better be ready 

has screwed, 

) 

to PROVE to them that window-dressing! 

they'll be in as more than 

  

Police Entrapment in San Jose 

Editor: 

Enclosed is an article that I hope Jog will 

consider for publication in the next issue of B.A.R. 

was recently arrested as a result of the 

resent 'round-up' being conducted by the San Jose 

Police Department. After having several discussions 

with Dan Relic about it and hiring an attorney, I 

have decided to contest the case in court in the hope 

Y of doing some good for the Gay community in 

eneral, not to mention my own personal reputation 
at has been challenged. 

* % x 

"I'm an undercover San Jose Police Officer, 
YOU'RE UNDER ARREST! The charge is 'Solicita- 
tion for a Lewd Sex Act' - put your hands on the 
steering wheel while I attach these handcuffs. . . 

Chances are, some of you reading this may have 

heard that monologue before; hopefully those of you 
that haven't, never will. 

I'm one of the increasing number of people that 

did hear the lines, and was subsequently arrested, 
fingerprinted, and "booked." It's a sickening feeling 
to know that you have just acquired a "Police 

Record" for the first time - after thirty-three years 
of leading a responsible life with no prior egal 

complications. : ] 
e first reaction is shock - total disbelief. 

"This can't be happening ... this is 1977 ... the 
State Legislature has just passed a long overdue Bill 
uaranteeing the right of sexual encounter between 
onsenting Adults' - free of police harassment! 

In order for 'Consenting Adults' to 'consent', it 
is Decgssary for them to first discuss and establish 
what it is that they are consenting to. This is not 
only an obvious prerequisite, it is also an exercise of 
free speech that is assured to all of us as U.S. 
citizens; a Constitutional 'Right' that most of us 
take for granted. How then are we to en i our 
legal right to privacy as 'Consenting Adults’ if an 
prior discussion of the matter between ourselves an 
another person is to be construed as 'solicitation' by 
our diligent local Police Department? 

Are we to assume that everyone we meet at a 
place where singles gather is a potential undercover 
officer? Are we to conduct our social-sexual lives 
with the constant fear that the next person we talk 
to may be armed with a tape recorder and the 
specific goal of arresting us should the conversation 
turn to sexuality? Are we to consider every new 
gequsifjiance as ‘the 'loaded chamber’ in the San Jose 
Police Department's version of Russian Roulette? 

As potential 'victims' in a society of increasing 
violence and street crime, can we afford to have our 

ry trained law enforcement officers lurking in dark 
corners baiting sexual traps - while violent crime 
escalates with less surveillance because undeter- 
mined numbers of the Vice Squad are busy elsewhere 
playing with their tape recorders? Is this our much- 

eralded new Police Commissioner's idea of "innova- 
tive law enforcement?" Does the growing list of 
'easy arrests’ that result from this kind of scurrilous 
police procedure really impress anyone at City Hall 
when the Commissioner goes shopping for more tax 
money and manpower. 

ave YOU ever suggested the "possibility" of 
sex with someone, after "they" have approached 
"you", engaged in lengthy conversation, and made it 
seemingly clear by their conduct physicall and 
verbally that such a suggestion was "expected" and 
"welcome"? If you have, you were risking arrest for 
"Soliciting a Lewd Sex Act." Did you mention a 
specific sexual act? Was it "lewd"? 

Have the powers at the San Jose Police Depart- 
ment invented or discovered a "universal" definition 
of "lewd" that they wish to impose on the 600,000 
citizens of our community? ave we surrendered 
the choice of 'whom' we are going to go to bed with 
and the option of what we may or may not do there? 
I don't believe so. 

"Ignorance of the Law is not a defense for 
having broken the Law" ... I wonder how many of 
YOU, reading this, can accurately quote the laws as 
they Bgply o the conduct of our private social- 
sexual lives? Are we to line up en masse or send 
daily requisitions to the vice squad for a 'legal 
opinion prior to saying or doing anything of a sexual 
nature? Are we to receive detailed instructions 
from some ‘inspired soul' with an Anita Bryant 
mentality? 

we are to enjoy the basic human ri 
conducting our social-sexual lives within the. if 
aries of 'legality', we must first know exactly what 
these boundaries and limitations consist of. Obvi- 
ously, if one is going to "play the game," one should 
first know the 'rules.” at seems logical and fair 
doesn't it? There is a 'catch' however. These 
boundaries of 'public decency' are drafted, enforced 
and judged by our various tax-supported officials and 
public servants. Therefore, the "rules of the game" 
are open to any number of manipulations, degrees of 
enforcement, ~ interpretation, judgments, vague 

  

applications. In other words, we are playing with a 
crooked deck. We are expected to play the game 
according to the 'Law,' and cannot defend a trans- 
gression of this 'Law' on the basis of ignorance; 
while the dealers shuffle and redefine the rules 
according to whim, be it political, legal ambition or 
statistical justification for an increased budget at 
the Police Department (presumably to buy more 
tape recorders and fashionably tight clothes to make 
the entrapment/harassment game more efficient so 
it will increase the yield of arrests and ruined 
reputations). 

Those of you that are heterosexual have no 
cause for alarm or caution in breaking the laws as 
they apply to social-sexual conduct - there is no 
reward or piranings to be gained in the wholesale 
round-up of 'straights' - in fact, I'm sure that there 
would be a Zrompt and overwhelming protest that 
would halt the round-up should such an event occur. 
The "Solicitation" laws currently being used to 
harass and entrap homosexuals and bisexuals in the 
community ‘could’ be eplisd just as easily to your 
everyday propositions, lewd Sigoesiionn sexual liai- 
sons, and ass-pinching antics at the office; but the 
are NOT. These laws are enforced SELECTIVELY, 
and disproportionately to harass and intimidate the 
Gay/Bi sexual minori B} because we do not have the 
political leverage to DEMAND that our basic human 
rights be respected. Unfortunately, we have allowed 
ourselves to be literally trampled and abused by the 
very system that we are supporting with our tax 
dollars. Being in the midst of another mass round-u 
and harassment campaign here in San Jose, I Lo 
it's about time that we faced the fact that this sort 
of thing is going to continue periodically, until we 
realize that it affects ALL of us; and that we, 
therefore, have a responsibility to demand an end to 
it via whatever legal/political means. 

Individually, there's not much that we can do 
about harassment tactics or entrapment. If YOU 
happen to be the next pawn in the game, the choice 
is simple; you can help to perpetuate and insure the 
success of these procedures by pleading 'guilty' then 
dashing back into the safety of your closet’ to 
resume a keyhole view of the world; or, you can 
insist on your rights by defending yourself against 
whatever “charges have been made. The second 
choice is not an easy one, but it may be one of the 
few things you can do as an individug] to help brin 
these tactics to a halt. When you defend yoursel 
against entrapment by going to court, it deprives 
your tormentors of the quick arrest statistic that 
they've come to expect. It helps diminish their 
reward’ for harassing you and forces them to invest 
the time and public expense of a full court proceed- 
ing to justify and defend their little numbers game. 
If we ALL demanded due process after bein 
harassed, the total cost in time and money for eac 
'statistic' might cancel out the value of the ‘reward’ 
and thereby lower the enthusiasm for these cru- 
sades. It may even result in a reappraisal of these 
destructive rampages, allowing many of our highly- 
trained vice officers to concentrate on their primary 
job of protecting the citizenry from violence and 
street crime (if that isn't too much to hope for). 

If you 'are' or have been a victim of the current 
'round-up', give this matter serious thought. You are 
not alone. Groups such as the Lambda Ass'n and 
M.C.C. are available to advise or help in a variety of 
ways. TOGETHER we can demand that our individ- 
ual rights be respected and hopefully bring an end to 
this double standard of law enforcement. 

Incidentally, up until a few days ago, I had 

never been involved with Gay rights issues - I had 
always figured it was somebody else's problem. 
x to m prresting officer, it is also 'my' 

problem, and I intend to be very much involved from 
now on. 

by Art James 

  

Sonoma County Women’s 
Groups 

RUNES (Women's news journal; monthly) P.O. Box 
703, Cotati 94928 

WOMANSPACE (Feminist Radio) KBBF FM - 
Sonoma State College, every Sunday, 8-10 pm 

SCWAR (Sonoma County Woman Against Rape) 
(707) 545-RAPE 

VALLEY OF THE MOON WOMEN'S CENTER 
18303 Sonoma Hwy., Boyes Hot Springs, CA (707) 
996-5583 - ask for Diana 

RIVER QUEEN WOMEN'S CENTER, 17140 River 
Rood ps . Box 173), Guernewood Park 95446 (707) 

THE WISHING WELL (the Singles Register of 
Sonoma County Lesbians), P.O. Box 17I1, Santa 
Rosa 95403 

RISING WOMAN BOOKS, 600 Wilson, Santa Rosa 
95401 (707) 545-6590 

WOMEN'S CENTER, Santa Rosa Jr. College, 
1501 Mendocino Ave., Santa Rosa (707) 527-4375   

  

JOHN GOOCH 
AT THE PIANO BAR 

Friday thru Monday 

“EARLY DINER’S” 
SPECIAL | 

VR of 1 Jed CICCR 2 I [edi L:14 

4.75 | 
Served Sunday thru Thursday 

A\/A 

SUNDAY BRUNCH 
REC 

i /\ 4 

DINNER NIGHTLY 
5:30 to 10 PM 

Friday and Saturday, 6:00 to 11:00 

FOR RESERVATIONS, 621-0441 

2223 MARKET 
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Anita Bryant will re- 
portedly bring her anti- 
Gay crusade to California 
in "April. The growing 
anti-Anita movement has 
not only resulted in 
demonstrations and boy- 
cotts of Florida orange 
uice, it's resulted in the 

Anti Anita T-shirts in Big 
Demand . . . 

AS BRYANT PLANS WEST COAST CRUSADE 
  

  

ottest new T-shirt in 
some time. 

The shirt features a 
large Florida orange and 
the message: "Anita, dear 
. +. cram it." The shirt is 
signed by "The Fruit Com- 
mission to Squeeze 
Anita." Created by artist 
Ric Koerner, the anti- 
Anita T-shirt has been 
rinted in three colors 
orange, green & black) on 

a white shirt with green 
ribbed-rings around the 
neck and sleeves. 

"We're rushing to keep 
up with the demand," says 
‘Jim Kudla of NICE, the 
San Francisco compan 
that manufactures eS 
distributes the shirt. "Our 

‘first printing was sold out 
in three days and the 
second lot will be in local 
stores by this weekend. 
We're already getting mail 

  

order and store requests 
from New York, L.A. and, 
of course, Florida," Kudla 
adds. 

The shirt was featured 

FROSTINGS—COLOR—CONDITIONING 2 @) /Pfominently Ever sme 
A New Hair Look; New Hair Freedom this past week on TV sta- 

(Excel in shaping natural wavy hair—no set styling) 

For An Appointment 

MR. ALFRED 
i Fred's Beauty Salon/2626 Ocean Ave./586-4533 

tions KTVU, KPIX and 
KGO-TV. 

The good-looking shirt 
ets its message across 
oud and clear now and is 
likely to be a collectors’ 
item long after Anita's 
crusade is forgotten. Wo
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Final Thoughts on the 
Gay Press, San Francisco 

At the Bay Area Reporter we willingly admit 

that unless Say journals improve, =e Cahuot argue 

f loyal Gay constituency. lhe Gay - i 

Gay Liberation - is still in its infancy. The B.A.R. is 

in its 7th year; Sentinel in its 4th. hould we be co- 

opted, snuffed out, before we come of age is a fate 

that involves the entire Gay community - not only 

locally, but world wide. 3 : 

At the B.A.R. we are pledged to ever-improving 

copy, wider coverage, a larger readership. And yes 

. .. even a profit. To inform, to entertain, and to 

serve the Gay community. : : 
The most frequent request Coming into the 

office, "Please drop off more copies of the paper. 

An encouraging sign, but only feasible within the 

realities of our bank balance. Second, would we 

include this press release, cover that event, publi- 

cize this function. Both our advertisers (and those 

businesses who don't) and our Gay charities make 

legitimate claims on our gpace. Our artists, our 
politicians, our oppressed find us often their sole 
outlet. 

It is easily quipped that the local Gay papers 

are a et eaire of Lon At our worst would the 

Gay community be better off without us? At our 
best are we not a remarkable, indispensible facet to 
the "pinking of America." ces 

e believe that the Gay public is a partner (not 

just a bystander) in the business of who carries the 

anner and responsibility of Gay news and Gay 

opinion. We know that we owe our readers. We 

sometimes wonder if our fans, and even our detrac- 

tors, wonder what they might owe their Gay pushers 
and scribblers. 

I have "closet" friends who wouldn't go out of 
their way to pick up a Gay paper if they rained on 
their heads. et at the same time have come to 
take for granted every advantage that the Gay 
activists have fought for and achieved in San 
Francisco. Gay men and women are accepted and 
enjoy greater freedom in the Bay Area, not out of 
any largesse on the part of the general public, but 

  

    
  
    

  

  

  

Our staff of competent professional 

Real Estate Brokers and Salespeople is the 

finest in the city. We have a well-earned 

reputation of reliability, integrity, 

friendliness, cooperation and skill . . . 

and we render our services with the highest 

standards of our profession.   Look around you . . . the Columbia sign 

is becoming another famous San Francisco landmark! 

COLUMBIA REALTY OF S. F., INC., 2217 MARKET STREET . SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94114. 626-6657   

because some segment of the Gay community has 
wrested and held on to those rights and opportuni- 
ties. 

The question that will confront us all in the 
next five years is no longer whether we will achieve 
our liberation and enjoy our civil Hg; but whether 
we will be able to preserve our identity. 

And the day the S.F. CHRONICLE instructs its 
faithful to Suck Cocks for liberation, we know the 
time has come to throw in our trick towels. 

P. Lorch 
  

B.A.R. 
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Porno 

Ordinanace 

Update 
by Mark Joplin 

  

The S.F. Planning Com- 
mission turned thumbs- 
down on Supervisor 
Dianne Feinstein's contro- 
versial Porno Ordinance, 
which would relocate or 
close down the majorit 
of adult bookstores an 
theaters in the city, as 
well as impose stricter 
'Spilationt on signs, per- 
mits and display of mate- 
rials. 

In their resolution, the 
Planning Commission 
"(did) not find that the 
ublic necessity, conven- 

ience and general welfare 
require these proposed 
amendments to Section 
221 of the as Planning 
Code (the '1000-ft.' rule, 
statin that no adult 
bookstore or theater nay 
be located “within 100 
feet of any residential 
area, and that bookstores 
must be located more 
than 500 feet from each 
other)." 

The Board's Planning, 
Housing and Urban 
Development Committee 
was to consider the Com- 
mission's negative decla- 
ration at their March 15 
meeting, but the matter 
was not calendared, lead- 
ing to the speculation that 
co-authors Feinstein and 
Supervisor Terry Francois 
will re-draft the proposed 
ordinance to comply with 
Planning Commission 
recommendations. 

The same day that the 
PHUD Committee was to 
consider the Commission's 
decision, Supervisor John 
Molinari submitted. to 
Gity Attorney Thomas 
O'Connor a request for an 
opinion regarding several 
aspects of einstein's 
ordinance, using informa- 
tion gathered from an 

earlier B.A.R. analysis of 
the proposal ("Inside the 
Feinstein Porno Ordi- 
nance" - 1/6/77). 

Among the questions 
asked were: 

* Since Section 791-a of 
the Feinstein ordinance 
defines an adult bookstore 
as any establishment 
which uses "5% or more" 
of its shelf space for the 
purpose of selling porno- 
graphic materials; and 
since paragraphs c. and d. 
in that same section de- 
fine publications such as 
"Playboy" and "Play irl" 
as rporsogeaphic materi- 
als," would 'mom-and-pop' 
stores which use 5% or 
more of their shelf space 
to sell such magazines be 
classified as adult book- 
stores? 

* Would they have to 
move, in order to conform 
to the 1000-ft. rule? 

* Since Section 791.12 
states that no adult book- 
store may display "any 
stock in trade" where it 
may be viewed from the 
street, would these 'mom- 
Sutenoy stores which use 
5% of their shelf space to 
sell "Playboy" and other 
magazines not be allowed 
to display food, sundries 
and other 
graphic items where they 
mav be seen by the 

  

  Wednesdays 

FRIED CHICKEN DINNER ..... 2.69 
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Reflecting Distinctive Dining 

391 Broadway — 982-0751 

Courtesy Vallet Parking 

De mom dmc mc me cm 

NON-porno-|c; ay Sex Guide and Con- 
ciousness Book" by Mitch IPREREEEE 

Jpn prep pe pee pr pe pe es pr re ep 
's 

public? 

* Would theaters such 
as the Northpoint or the 
Coliseum be required tor 
move in order to conform 
to the 1000-ft. rule if 
they were to show an X- 
rated feature such as‘ 
"Last Tango in Paris" for 
37 days, or 10% of their 
operating time (the defi- 
nition of an adult theater 
according to Section 790. 
of the Feinstein ordi- 
nance)? 

Gay Sunshine 
Press 

. Gay Sunshine Press has 
ust released its book list 
or 1977. The locally 

based, non-profit organi- 
zation was founded in’ 
1970. For the first five 
years of its existence, it 
published only the cul- 
tural/literary journal "Gay 
Sunshine." 

The  highly-acclaimed 
tabloid is devoted to 
printing innovative and 
catalytic writing by Gay 
eople, past an resent. 
riters such as Ginsberg, 

Weiners, Vidal, aL 
appear in its pages. In 
1976 Tennessee Williams 
stated, "The only com- 
pletely literate and 
serious Gay journal with 
which I am acquainted.” 

Since 1975 the Press 
has been publishing cheap 
books and papers. For 
1977, editor and publisher 
Winston Leyland is offer- 
ing "Men Loving Men: A 

Tuesday and Thursday 

PRIME RIB DINNER .....4.69 

SUNDAY BRUNCH 1.69 

  

Walker. Also "Angels of also featured. : 
the Lyre: A Gay Poetry For more information, 
Anthology." Volumes of write Gay Sunshine Press, 
oetry by Aaron Shurin, P.O. Box 40397, Ce 
arold Norse, Ed Cox are 94104 or phone 82431 

© 
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EROTIC PRE-COLUMBIAN STATUES FROM 

| THE MOCHICA CULTURE. HAND-CAST IN 

ECUADOR. 6" HIGH. PRICED FROM $36.00. 

    250 polk al green san francisco 

928-3043 
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midst of a bikers' feud, shots of each member of 

j : : replete with slashings, his family. I would 

The Men 1n My Life burning bikes, and is wonder, hut quickly 
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"host" being carted off by learned not to intrude - 
the police on an outstand- there was much he didn't 

a ! 

ing Texas warrant for want to talk about, then 
| 

rand theft. Carlos left - there was much he had to 
Y | 

aving been had - shaken. say. He wanted to talk 
f) |    Carlos He told me there was about where he was and 

more he didn't even want where he was headed - not 
to go into. Once back in where he had been. I 

- {is city, he had, to, paws "wanted" history and little 
is toaster an igital was served up. won- 

by Paul-Francis Hartmann clock radio. He asked for dered ... ar it time to 
nothing nor would he lock up the family silver. 

: . ra : accept anything. His The Pacific Heights me 

Carlos told me his waiting only for his un- marked several times, ar would be his said, "by all means : 
mother was  Mexican- employment check to ar- "You're so much better ransom. play it safe." The Castro 

American his ~~ father rive on that Friday. educated than me. It’ Carlos and I met inme said, "Wait and see 
Italian. He wasn't fair; he Thursday evening he in- wouldn't be long before midweek and in mid pas-- «: YOu have no cause. . ~ 
wasn't swarthy - his skin formed me that he was you grew tired of me. ... sage ... between proj- "Paul, I'll call you when 
was the color of parch- totally broke. "That's it's always been that ects, between campaigns I get to L.A." 

ment. Opaque over a o.k.," I said; "It was me way." His voice was like ,. “an early Wednesday in 8 Where will you be?" I 
flawless frame. His hair who asked you to dinner." rich chocolate, carefully, June. I had yet to turn the asked. "IT don't know yet. 

was coarsely thick and I just wanted to let you slowly articulated. A calendar. An apartment motel, m 
curly, an espresso-coffee know," he said. (You don't baritone with a soft Idling at a Castro St. SD 2p T'll know when 

brown. Tall, taut, and let anyone "know" it's creamy whiff of Spanish par (basking and basket- get there and get myself 
almost muscular ... at wise to bury the credit tones. "I've always been a ing), I had been witnessing started back into a ‘rou- 
30, there were moments I cards.) And I sensed he doormat for somebody - (less than listening to) the tine. Routine keeps one 
saw him as uncommonly knew I must be wondering they say about me, "He'll parakeet posturings of a together ... wouldn't you 

beautiful. what I had gotten mysell never settle down. But eahattarite. A tempo say so. . .?" I avoided the 
He told me that the into. Embarrassment can he's still a terrific lay!" rarily transplanted bird of question, brushin my 

first of May he had sometimes be an omni- And THAT he was. = I paradise, singing the mock hand over the tattoo on 
packed all his belongings directional muddle. |wanted to Jespond, but to praises of re co. He his upper arm. "Do ou 

do 
to 

  

X-RATED / BAY AREA REPORTER SUPPLEMENT 

Jobs, Film Reviews, Features, Graffiti, {J 

Leather, Mail Order, Models, Masseurs, 9 

Organizations & Aids, Personals, Real (J 

Estate, Roommates, Rubber Goods, Toys ¢ : 

& Games, Services ... ANADULT WAY OF LIFE . . . FORADULTS ! N 

it doesn’t cost to advertise. ... It Pays! 
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in his compact car and From what he said I|sort out all the implica- = i " " 
left Los Sngples, to gathered Carlos was tions and defeatist yr waste Bt nouse Jager of a a feed me Southern Scandals 

    
  

check out" rancisco. experiencing the panic endos ... where does one [ine." i ' y 
Was he here for a vaca- an depression that often 'begin. Certainly not by Lines cael a, ap Hae ok /LOVE' changed : 

tion? Yes. Was he here accompanies crossing into launching a treatise on profits. Two days later he The Serpents M/C cele- 2 eyeful when the guests 

to find a job? No, not a new decade or, five-year self-fulfi lisig prophesies. His bod trim as a called as aa and brated their 9th year last started to arrive; a huge 

now. Maybe. He wanted blocs of aging; Is that all  Untriggered, Carlos spike, too ? positions in I was surprised. It ust Sunday afternoon with a searchlight and red carpet 

now to get back and was there is... He re- would wander into specu- turn: profile tilted up and have carried over the timely party at 32 Page [oi out front and the 

SEES eee, 12t1ve onologuss, won- left, toe to point. his wires. "Don't tell me you St. It was one of those Dallfoom IB He Lonled 
Soting 2 ife’s inequities. chirping voice he was ex- had already begun to for- nostalgic events with lots @21S100 Was CECXe out in 

acho robes. Times tolling the plusses of the get me, my friend?" of people on hand to wish Hite Orchids. silver and 

eo to ask him to repeat; relaxed, laid-back West "Don't say things like the club well. On Satur- LE FCI = yr (a 

INCOIVIE TAX the musings were so softly Coast lifestyle. that, Carlos," I shot back day night, March 26, the 2 2a¢ SOOTAL Ons and an 

Uieve ’ 32 spun along. He snapped his heavily and thought to myself I Cheaters M/C will cele- Array Oo £ he 30's ities 

RETURNS What good are"pockethl} golasracEleied: “arn oh dont nocd ail tna truth Grate Sheie 10th anniven- TENG out of he 30. 4 
] - e bar; the single dia- And then the envelopin sary at another soiree 3 

PREPARED BY thought. I ie for Carlos mond plug aaa in his mahogany laugh. "T'll Pe on 7 to 9 pm at the 527 passed Dat smokes; hams 

CERTIFIED probally ad en = long tight ~ sweater never you an address when I get Club, and congratulations PA87C.™ ations were the 
ine of subtractions. Sud- moved. one." to that group for making hit of the evening, and 

fenty his deep-throated I turned away from his hk ® it to another milestone. lMmaginative costumes 

PUBLIC jsug fos would obliterate pop eyes poised in space. The fact that these clubs Wor€,!n aliindanes, Each 
e gloom. I really DO Away from his brilliantine I don't make a practice have been a cogent group guests arrival was video- 

ACCOUNTANT heed 2 Sink) wouldn't study and noticed on my of walking all over people. so long attests to the lape {nes 1 Like ard 
agra aul? Give my left a pair of languid, I am not a collector of camaraderie and altruism 2° it ooked like a Holly 

8 -114 oO Fok 00s} fre let's Hyuid eyes watching us stray pups. I dislike stu- predominant in the bike FOO Re he 2 

7 8 I his el would softly, ~ He smiled. I pidify and find innocence clubs. My best and sin- { OS i Teton 
og I al body on turned back to the young awkward. Neither am I cere wishes to both clubs TOM Boston especialy 1or [NENT SEER Shes STs Sept] Vos 

the bed”. Tio the ive Laguiail and sas, "WEAR SmEVALL,, Neyher, am | Fore amine ein, clube the event” “eds td AIO JS SUA ~ 
Bout, I er Corian So. 2 souls. J that matter, I : * kx Sam and Pote are bound A dark-eyed, hairy chested stud surprises a good looking blond by a swimming pool. No time is wasted 

Once filled, he would | Hock ihe on: in im Jo even attracted to At the latest roastin to do another one some- and the blond starts getting it . . . good and hard! A scene from ‘Boys in the Sand” — Now at the Nob 

entwing, into the curves of gently and led the _ Carlos came to San of a personality at _the 527 time. Coming from Hil Cinema 
PY °F with fawn-like gbserver around to face Francisco to find some- Club, Dowager Empress LOSton, they collaborated i i 
trust. To lie there for as the New Yorker. Three thin Perh t Viame = reall ot hers! on this one for the first them for the big bash they opening. Understand it Tammy, of course... My 

many hours as I chose to animals took each other's xamng. £ erhaps 2 5 AT pion IE ot into time, and it was fan- will throw on July 31 ... will be re-named Alfalfa’s thanks to the people in 

hold him close. measurements: a grizzly Porba o rom Na ne the act and yon iS fly for tastico! Wakefield Poole, not con- ~ 00pY I mean Alfie's: and San Diego who nominated 

* kk playing tricks, a sloe-eyed more? Perhaps Tee once. La Flame endured * kk tent Wi the stupendous Its all Serine Dont Reis sae 
nes " 73 - . ns ’ . ? 

This I learned of his Sgal BUD 20 3. azelie Ho me . 3 had to joe ordeal with Ropcha- THE MASSA-KISTIC of America store on upper forget; Emperor Hector congratulations to all the 

vacation. The first night nose sought higher air. wo cd - ech wt 21 tales (tails?) that were ANGLE  ... For the Market, will once agai will throw an auction for othér nominegs and the 

in San Francisco, his car His diamond flickered and to "find" him. 5 fv 2 raded upfront made for guidance and information dive into the world of Operation Concern at the winners too, of course. 

was broken into, and all he was gone. that b tifal {ORY sor De in i ond the Of persons who don't know celluloid with his new Twin Peaks on Toesday 

his stereo components = Carlos slipped his arm ied antu Bug ter, I 2 tInos ag He room better, Bryant Street was movie currently in pro- March 22; so drag out i HOMO-SIDAL TEND- 

were stolen from the back under mine and there it chance to re thir Per- Sas Slightly toasted, to NOT named for Ms. Anita duction and to be called yous throw-aways, but ENCIES (and other devia- 

seat. He then rented 2 rected for thice dor: Too Coches 10 reariim = only as es Sy ’ - she of the rotten "REAL TO REEL - TAKE bring some cash, as they tions) ... Empress Jane 

room in thé Haight for the my sake? Or beasts or SotWetn ;Jarsglves Fo y ' oranges from Florida; and ONE" starring quite a few need the money, honey Doe will hold her Investi- 

month but after four days had nowhere eles to oo Sgcret y, that something * kk while you're boycotting locals and transferring ... Oil Can Harry's has ture of the Court of the 

found the living conditions (Those kind of ao 2? of value reining. Some- While a contingent of Gala Markets and other their fantasies into reali- gxpanded their facilities White Rose on Sunday, 

intolerable. Next he q Bow, prey ere between tha Del mae Be to Floridan hangouts, re- ties; it sounds like a ter- and threw this big free April 3, at 5:00 pm with 

retreated . to Fremont Plague i i more so when & ii good will. . DS Yau, to witness our member, Jack-in-the-Box rifico idea to me ... bash on Monday for booze, hors d'oeuvres (by 

where a os Station oe use to be re- arlos, vaya con dios Pat Moose lair serves California orange Tequila Tom Avila is now invited guests only, and Schatzi) and Diana Ross 

attendant had said he was Solved: - .) * + + COR-AMOLs « + own ontc juice, while MacDonald's working at HANS' in Oak- the peons got to see it on on film. Tickets are $6.00 

Welcome to crash - If Le 1 found Carles to be crowned Empress of the serves the other kind ... land, necessitating usage Tuesday; since I didn't get and are available from 

wanted, Fe, what he hed put ao wRSh 1 | c————— capital city a All the grassaholics were gf Ac Transit, ell 0. an invitation (again?) o any one, of the Doe Boys 

reveale a earne . n s dr " t th TUD th th arrrlin what were you canno e ou exac an IrlS) « « » case you 

he | City Jobs? knockin' 'em out with a 2, 3%¢ ® NaS an ther bus dviver dong what the ureningy ray Kateri yet. tried Py 
not _to quiz.) it turned out Unexpectedly, would I, to see Sweet 
to be a minor nightmare. stunning appearance, the Chariot rock out once in a darkened bus behind all about, but be sure to FORMULA 69 is on the 

ueens got a taste of more with the Sassy the East Bay Terminal, or check it out and while market and available at 
shower me with informa~ =F—— 
tion, showing me snap- Jocs 

    

    
   

   

    

   

   
   

most sophisticated surgical alternative to hair transplants. 
Simple cosmetic surgery. Independent doctors. 

Local anesthetic. Undetectable. 

He found himsell in the ; ; 
2 Anyone interested in i REAL id when gas Sharon in complete con- is there more to com- there ask them if they the Trading Post, Folsom 

HAIR'S WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT! one ors e many job open- ann? 9 Songs invi ed $rol and making everyone muting than I've been led have a P.R. Department Gulch, Sutro Baths, Club 
! ings i at the ity Bes can Sey SunCre a e to happy; last Sunday, Buena Is be deve? La The Mind Ly Lisa Canina & waited Baths, I= ar Bogk Store 

G 3 ; : : ; } ; Vista held the crowd on a Shaft is closing down for Into town last weekend on and a ave onroe's 

varanteed hair replacement with the latest 209% Discount on Film Paper & Chemicals either at City Hall itself in the home that used to oo so high, it was remodelin . day now the arm of Ron (The Czar) liquor store, Munchies, on 

: or at Castro Camera, be owned by Norma geri These two groups with Pearl Heart making a Ross and was instantly 19th. Formula 69 is made 
873, Castro St. Talmadge. The neighbors _.¢ making it big, and I huge concert thing e given a Rabbit/Cherry from a recipe created in 
: Jreent listings range on the 400 block of hope the Circus-Circus night of closing and re- Award at the House of 1500 BC and is not only 

om i SgUands fo oe Roosevelt Way really got committee will consider turning for the grand re- Harmony - by Peter and functional as a lubricant, 

gardeners. 3 ; a : w 

Harvey Mik& Scott Smiths os, SL pings te Inside Section X:     For information 

     
  

    

| Nome oe ene 

Address. | posted, The city is an : ¥ R R PR ODUCT G 

| Phone Age Castro Camera SL loyer. opportunity : & PERSONAL ADS AND MAIL 0 DE S ALORE 

ok IL: CONVEN!ENCE, SECTION X IS DESIGNED TO BE EASILY REMOVED IF YOU WISH. 

SECTION X PULLOUT 

lease, no phone calls! 

  

300 Montgomery St.. Suite 400 
NG Francisco, CA 94104 (415) 788-7171 

A 575 Castro Street, Telephone 864:1390 
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but it's healthy for you 
and tasty too - check it 
out ... The crown is 
barely settled on Jane 
Doe's pretty head and 
already campaigns are 
being planned for Empress 
XIII, notabl George 
Banda of Club Dori run- 
ning under the name of 
Bambi; and, let's see now, 
there's Herman, Dale 

Evans, Carl Berry, Tammy 
ln Tenderloin Tessie, 

ylen Ann, Fifi Castle 
and Lenny Lynn running; 
it should be an interestin 
campaign ... Well, the 
Pendulum celebrated their 
7th Anniversary on 
March 3 and blew awa 
everyone in the Valley of 

   

            

   

         

  

   

  

   

    

   

  

   

        

   

    

   

  

      

    

   
   

            

  

   

    

   

FOLSOM STREET'S FANTASYLAND 
J60 FOLSOM STREET SAN FRANCIS 

  

the Dolls with a WEST- 
ERN band! All the local 
lads raced over there to 
check it out and good 
times were had. Jim 
Dwyer walked up to 
Michael "Mother" Frawley 
and said, "You're Teslly 
hunky, man," to whic 

i replied, "And 
orgeous, too; don't you 
ink?" It was then that I 

noticed Virgil Shealey 
faint and ob Steele 
vomit - but it was fun... 
The Andromeda also cele- 
brated their Grand Open- 
ing two Sundays ago with 
Sy vester and Jose of 
Black Cat fame doing one 
of his operas. It was quite 
funny with Princess Royal 
Fanny, Empress Bella and 

A TASTE OF LEATHER 
Czarina Sweet Lips kib- 

(Upstairs) FEBE'S itzing all the way through 
"1 3 t oN 

ith & Folsom Bon arory on Sacra- 
Open fill 20m ents batwgse Polk joa 

an Ness calle 's - 
a Oavs A Week sandwiches up to two feet 

Mail your o ‘_Blong and a real size 
rs queen's delight and are 
y [TICE fou reading this Regina 

ovak? Togo's used to be 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
AFTER 10pm AT 

  
master charge 

SAME DAY Shipment! 

€ dent of the CMC, 

a mortuary and the decor 
is , er, death defying? 
Check it out ... Loretta 
Love is back from her 
meanderings in Seattle 
and San Diego and looking 
mighty slim these days 
with "a healthy lookin 
tan. Bo Magee of the Bol 
is looking quite tan too, 
and when he's really load- 
ed out, he's being called 
Chocolate Mess and do 
Fou have any relations in 
ortland, Mr. Magee? ... 

Congratulations to Van 
Emon, re-elected Presi- 

with 
Jack Copeland the Veep 
and Mighty Joe Sanders 
the new Road Captain... 

¥ Who does that Vespa be- 
lon to that's always 
arked in front of the 
olt? ... And speaking of 

leather and things did you 
hear about Col. “finque ‘of 
the Bolt who is Raking 
like Alex Haley and wi 
soon. come up with his 
ancestry in a thrilling tale 
entitle "BOOTS"? I 
know, Randella, get the 
hook ... New silver and 
red flocked wallpaper out 
on the market now and 
called "Flame A-Go-Go" 
and guess who has it on 
the walls of her new 
apartment? vies Etta 
James returns to the 
STUD on Tues & Wed 
March 29 & 30, preceded 
#4 Crystal Piston on the 
20th, Stoneground on the 
21st, Rhythm Bones on 
the 27th and Kid Courage 
on the 28th; so get there 
early unless you want to 
miss out. i Pat, Jim, 
Maya, Dennis & Reada 
Beads! 

ook ak 

Unless you're going to 
the coronation in Van- 
couver this weekend on 

Saturday or the corona- 
tion in’ Long Beach on 
Sunday, the San Francis- 
cans are throwing their 
annual Butch Brunch this 
Sunday, which is always a 
great and fun thing to 
attend. Hope to see you 
ALL there. And don't 
forget the Knights of 
Malta Installation of Offi- 
cers on Saturday. Check 
with any bike clubber for 
prices and locations. 

* Xx Xk 

Closing it out once 
again, try and cooperate 
with other groups, get in- 
volved, do something con- 
structive for your 
community and remem- 
ber, if you don't play the 
ame, don't try to make 
e rules - it won't work. 

Love your neighbors and 
remember, I love you all. 

P.S. Thanks to Bill 
Taylor for giving credit 
where credit is due; you 
are a NICE man. 

“Fruit Punch” 
Gay Radio 

24-HOUR MARATHON 

by George Mendenhall 

The dynamic Gay Men's 
Radio Collective of 
KPFA-Berkeley cele- 
brates the Gay lifestyle 
on Wednesday, April 6, 
with the nation's first 24- 
hour marathon. Comedy, 
music, poetry, politics, 
satire, discussions on tape 
and live-in-the-studio will 
fill a 6:00 am to 6:00 am 
schedule. It is unques- 
tionably the most ambi- 
tious and challenging Gay 
programming ever con- 
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templated by any radio 
station. i 
KPFA is a listener- 

sponsored educational sta- 
tion that began Gay pro- 
ramming in 1973 when 
Se rogram director 
Alan Far e initiated 
"Fruit Punch’ and a "Gay 
organizations" series. 
"Punch" has since been 
roduced b the Gay 

Men's Collective of 
KPFA, whose members 
are Kevin Burke, Gu 
Bishop-Pizzaro, Rolan 
Schembari, Andy Seal and 
Lee Watson. wa Their 
Wednesday night "Punch 

rograms (9-10 pm) have 
Beil iantly presented that 
which is meaningful to 
Gav listeners, as well as 
offering insights to the 
aE listener. 

FRUIT PUNCH GAY 
RADIO - 24-HOUR 

MARATHON 

This is the Aoi) 7 
Gay program schedule for 
KPFA-FM (94.1. It 
begins on April6 at 
6:00 am and concludes on 
April 7 at 6:00 am: 

6:00 AM. "Gay Music for 
a Spring Night' 

7:00 AM. Live Poetry & 
Conversation: Aaron 
Shurin 

8:00 AM. Gay Movement 
History - ive with 
movement personalities. 

9:00-11:15 AM. Music by 
Gay composers & discus- 
sion of being a Gay com- 
poser - with Lou Harrison 
and readings by Jack 
Latham 

NOON. Noon News (in- 
cludes Gay news by Bill 
Hartman) 

12:15 PM. Noon Concert: 
New Gay songs by Stephen 
Grossman 

1:00 PM. Stories & 
Poetry for Little People 
plus Gay parents and their 
children discussing Gay 
parents 

2:00 PM. Family Circus: 
a Portland guerrilla the- 
ater group presents Gay 
material 

3:00 PM. Gay Songs & 
Poetry: Blackberri, folk 
songs; Mikael & Randy, 
poetry; Maurice Kenney, 
oetry & commentary 
rom a Gay Native 
American 

5:00 PM. General News 

6:00 PM. Third World & 
Gay News (Bill Hartman) 
7:10 PM. Gay Lib Follies 
-.a comedy review with 
Lily Tomlin "and a cast of 
thousands" 

8:00 PM. Gay Music: 
Live-in-studio with Buena 
Vista, Stephen Grossman, 
Jeff Langley 

10:00 PM. The Gay 
Experience in Poetry: 
Paul Mariah, Mark John- 
son 

11:10 PM. News (includes 
ay news by Bill 

Hartman) 

11:30 PM. Queer Kitsch - 
to 6:00 AM: politics, dis- 
cussions, music, inter- 
views 

12:00 AM. Sado-Maso- 
chism: a progressive view 
of the world of power & 
permission 

For more informati call 431-7243 or 839-6025, 

  

Little Ruby 
Takes A Trip 

Excerpts from Vita Pav. Rubyiorum, 
vol. ifi, translator unknown. 

For those of you who may 

have been interested, Little Ruby 

(remember her, when she was 
captured by the dreaded band of 

leather nuns from south of the 
border, riding on their motor- 

cycles?), well, she's back, having 

been on a world tour, so to speak. 

Actually, it was discovered 
that she had been well taught by 

her uncle, the Venerable Misogynist 

in the intricacies of Canon Law and 

even had her degree. So, she was 
elected to the prestigious office of 

Definitor. This position is sort of a 

watch dog type thing. Even though 

there are many holy and disciplined 

(not that kind) men and women in 

convents, etc., throughout the 

world, there are some unscrupulous 
types who may be in charge li.e., 

abbots, priors, and their feminine 

counterparts), or some real zingies 

among the various communities, 

who are troublemakers. The De- 

finitor visits all of the houses in his 

or her jurisdiction. This is the new 

position Sr. Ruby has assumed, and 

she had a pretty wild time on 

occasion, some mundane. Her 

Visitations took her to Europe, 

Africa, Hong Kong, Japan, Indo 

nesia and No. & So. America. Her 

permanent abode while in office, 

was at the Mother House in Rome 
In one obscure African nation, 

she was accused by the left-leaning 

Albanian-oriented ~~ President-For- 

Eternity of being a Capitalist Pig 

Running Dog of Blood Sucking 

Imperialism, CIA spy and was very 

ungraciously kicked out of the 
country in the middle of the night 

She was not pleased, for she was 

just beginning that monthly female 
period of disorder and left her bottle 

of Tylenol in the convent 

We will use her diary, as 

she graciously gave us permission 
so that we wouldn't fuck up on any 

details and especially get the 

correct spelling with regards to 

names of people, places and 

events, 

Abbaye of OL 
of the 7 Miracles of 
Wine* and Cheese 

* Appellation controllee 

Dear Diary, 

What a hectic day it has been. 

2 ¢ 
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| mean, poof, | am pooped. Started 

talking with the dear sisters after 

breakfast and went through right 
until the noon office. | had 

volunteered to help in the kitchen 

because | go a little funny talking to 

all these women. Some of them are 
very strange, like Sr. Mercredi. 
Actually, her name is Sr. Marie 

Antoniette of the Heavenly Hosts 

(All of them), and she has a 
wooden leg. They call her Mercredi 

because when she gets upset she 
mutters (quite loudly) “MERcredi’. 

Being the holy nun she is supposed 

to be, she can’t say merde. 

Anyway, | was glad to help. 

Unfortunately, 45 unexpected 

guests arrived at the guest house 

for dinner. Sr. cook was not 

pleased. So she whipped up more 

soup (the things she can do with 
that egg beater, it's the size of a 

small outboard motor), reheated up 

some veggies from yesterday, 
mixed it all with some onions and 

tomatoes and | cut more bread and 

brought out more cheese, filled the 

table bottles with wine and cidar. 

Sr. cook carried up the soup to the 

guest house kitchen and | put all 

the trays with the guests’ food on 

the shelves of the little dumb 

waiter. The kitchen is in the 

basement. Well, | pressed the 
button and went running up the 

stairs to be there when everything 

arrived. Just as | got there, | heard a 

crunching sound, and “'slurrrrrp!”’ | 

went running back down to the 

kitchen, and what a mess! Sr. cook 

was giving me some very nasty 

looks. It seems one of the trays was 

sticking out just a bit, and as the 

contraption went up into the shaft 

from the runners on the wall, it 

jammed and tipped the whole thing 

over. It rained tomatoes, potatoes, 

beans, etc. | was mortified. Sr. cook 

then said things to me | couldn't 

find in my French dictionary. We 

picked up all the gooey mess, 

wiped off the trays, picked out bits 

of plaster and carried them up to 

the unsuspecting guests. My face 

was beet red. | silently thanked my 

my Guardian Angel that the soup 

was hand-carried. Then | fled to my 

room, so ashamed was |. Soon the 

Abbess came knocking at my door 
She said, ‘come back down. You 

weren't the first to do something 

like that. The last time, one of the 

brethren put all the good china in 
the elevator, but she didn’t look to 

see if it was there. It was such 

lovely china too. Oh, well, c'est la 

vie 

NIE 

4/6/76 
Same Place 

Dear Diary, 

Today the Archbishop of 

Chambery came by for his annual 

visit. | secretly thing he's a dirty old 

man. But the girls enjoy it because 
they get off work and have a small 

party . .. lots of cookies, coffee, 

cognac, and some smoking. | was a 
little alarmed at that. But you know 

these French. 
| was seated next to Sr. Etourdi. | 

call her Bugs Bunny. She has the 

oddest shaped teeth, and wears 

sun glasses all the time. | really 
don’t know what she does (haven't 
talked to her yet), but each morning 
after Mass, she goes trotting off 
down the road and no one sees her 

until noon. Very strange. Anyway, 

she was sitting next to me and 
asked if | would like some sugar in 
my demi-tasse. | said yes. Well, she 

put in 2 cubes, and | thanked her 

Only she didn’t stop. | kept insisting 

that | had enough, but she kept 

putting more in my little cup which 

soon began to overflow, and | had 

to change my place. The whole 

while, she just smiled, showing 

those peculiar rabbit teeth, still 

wearing her sun glasses. She ought 

to be an interesting one to 

interview 

4/8/76 

Same Place 

Dear Diary 

Well, | leave for Rome in the 

morning. At least it will be a 

little warmer there. Here we are 

4,000 feet up in the Alps. All the 

buildings here are of stone. Quite 

an old place. But when | want to 

get warm, | have to go outside 

Yesterday afternoon there was a 

small group of visting Armenian girl 

Scouts here (they live in exile in 

Turkey), accompanied by a sinister 

looking chaplain. | believe he is an 

Italian Franciscan. Anyway, they 

offered to do native dances for us in 

the guest house dining room. They T 

were all prepared with their tape 

recorder and their native dresses 

and danced their little hearts away 

even though the music was pretty 

hollow sounding. One of them 

asked me if | were a Zionist. i said | 

was an American. She still gave me 
hostile looks. | didn’t know Armen- 

ians were anti-Zionist, maybe living 

in Turkey is the reason. They say 

that clergy in the Middle East find it 

difficult when reciting the psalms, 

with all those references about 

Israel and Zion. The Almighty must 
have a good sense of humor with all 
these people hating each other, 

NOT A PUBLIC CINEMA — FOR ADULT MEMBERS ONLY 
Ed WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 9 P.M. 

MR. JOCK STRAP CONTES 
WINNER RECEIVES 

200.00 CASH 
RUNNER UP RECEIVES 

Round trip air ticket     
from the maker of 

“SEVEN IN 

    
   

  

    

384 ELLIS ST., SAN FRANCISCO 

using the name of God to justify all sexual preferences. 
everything. 

That reminds me of when | tion, 
For further informa- 

call (415) 928-1133 
came up from Rome on the train. Or write to 1523 Franklin 
There was an Egyptian couple in 

the compartment with me who kept 

asking me all sorts of strange 
questions, i.e., where | had been, 

Israel especially. They got me a little 

paranoid with their looks and all 

that chatting in Egyptian. But they 

said they had fled their country 

before the war with all their money, 

etc., and settled in Geneva. They 

then offered me an apple, but | 

declined. You can never tell. 

Anyway | was glad when the train 

came to Geneva. | hope the train 

tomorrow will be calm. Going into 

Italy is always somewhat strange. 

[to be continued] 

Sex Forum 

OFFERS ENRICHMENT 
FOR GAY MEN 

  

The National Sex Forum 
is offering a low cost, 
self-help enrichment pro- 
gram for Gay men who 
elieve they ‘are experi- 

encing sexual dysfunction 
or who simply want to 
achieve a more fulfilling 
sex life. The program, 
Personal Sexual Enrich- 
ment/Education for Gay 
Men, is a simple, week- 
by-week process which 
uses sex education video 
tapes, a step-by-step 
workbook, at-home ~exer- 
cises, and group discus- 
sions. The program will 
be conducied b the Rev. 
Bill Johnson, a trained sex 
counselor, Sex Forum 
staff member, and Gay 
activist. 

Each Dagtic) ant will be 
expected to attend a one 
hour individual assessment 
session and four 3% hour 
evening group sessions. 
he group will meet on 

four consecutive Tuesdays 
from 7 pm to 10:30 pm,. 
beginning April 12, 1977. 
The program is open to 
individuals and couples 
and is limited in enroll- 
ment. Fees are set on a 
sliding scale for the 16- 
hour program. 

The National Sex Forum 
is a non-profit educational 
service which has edu- 
cated more than 40,000 
persons in human sexu- 
ality since 1968. The 
Forum also Provides a pri- 
vate counseling service to 
individuals and couples of 

CINEMATTACHINE B27 
A Private Club for Men 

to Los Angeles 

Admission $5.00 

St., S.F., CA 94109. 
  

  

“Now History is being redis- 
covered by the fantasists—an 
irony certainly. But then, per- 
haps only those minds with a 
taste for the SHOCKING, the 
BIZARRE, the SEEMINGLY 
IMPROBABLE can fully en- 
compass and recreate modern 
history in all its weird ab- 
surdity.” Gene Bell 

(We've always wondered 
why “Gay Kids” had so 
much fun...)     
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Sweet Lips Sez 
    

The Seventh Hanging - 1977 
  

by Dick Walters 

WELCOME to our LUCKY SEVENTH HANG- 
ING. Lucky for me to have held court at the same 
old corner for so many years. Most of all, I'm lucky 
to have so many unusual, tolerant, understanding 
beautiful friends who hold my same regard for 
"camp." They have escalated the KOKPIT into the 
status of "senior establishment" among a list of 
similar watering holes which didn't make it. 

Thanks to all of you who have made it possible 
for me to enjoy a SEVENTH HEAVEN in my 
SEVENTH YEAR which certainly should be one of 
the SEVEN WONDERS of the World. You have made 
the KOKPIT a legendary institution in its own time. 

PALM SUNDAY 

As an added hype for tomorrow's hanging, the 
forever indulgent WARREN and his fabulous 
(Polk at Clay) will serve a multi-seven-course buffet 
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Please rush me bottle(s) Acct No 

of AROMA OF MEN today! & 
Y F 

Super Strength: Exp. Date ooo 

1Btl $500 [2 Btls. $8.00 

Extra Super Strength: 
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I am enclosing $ WT Please add $1 00 for shipping and handling 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Mail with your remittance to : 

AROMA OF MEN —P.0. Box 14067 —B —San Francisco, California 94114 i 
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to a limited number of Lucky ests who have 
gurchaged a reservation for onl $5200 in advance of 
alm Sunday. Be there at 7 PM and watch the 

strange’ people arrive. Complimentary throughout 
the dinner will be served the current vintage rare 
Eau d'Marin." Surprises are also promised to this 

select outrageous horde of "in" people. 

MONDAY, APRIL 4 

9 AM HANGING DAY Eye Openers at the 
KOKPIT with appropriate "munchies" and CLOWN- 
Costumed Revelers bracing for the moment when a 
gaily decorated Cable Car will take them to. . 

11 AM SUTTER'S MILL, arriving just when the 
place is aflutter with serious businessmen and ladies 
In their 3-piece Puccis, Guccis and Yves St. 
Laurents, hoping their bosses won't recognize them 
in the crowd but promising themselves not to miss 
the 7th HANGING at the KOKPIT tonight at 7. 

1 PM Through Mongtomery Street's financial 
section the Cable Car will wend its way to Market 
Street, thence for a visit with friends at the Castro 

Station, the Nothing Special, Bella's World and 
reboarding the Cable Car after one for the road at 
the TWIN PEAKS. 

3 PM Will find the revelers at San Francisco's 
newest disco - THE ANDROMEDA - where besides 
refreshments, a sumptuous complimentary buffet 
will be served, prepared by a licensed caterer, and 
John Schmidt says, "We'll do it all for you." 
7 PM THE SEVENTH HANGING OF SWEETLIPS. 
Thanks to ROB & BILL of William Roi Framing. The 
theme of the evening is ENJOY! ENJOY! 

TUESDAY, APRIL 5 

9 AM A typical KOKPIT HANGOVER MORNING! 
Day-old do-nuts and recycled coffee will be served 
complimentary until. . . 

11 AM when the Annual GANGWAY Hanging 
Brunch will be served, hosted by JOE ROLAND, 
assisted by Mr. and Miss Lithuania '77. Legendar 
Sine food, legally catered by the CASA D 
CRISTAL and served by the original Grande "Mere" - 
JOSE, will start your heart ticking so you can carry 
on for the rest of the day. 

3 PM The newest in the 'firmament' of 
Tenderloin bars - SLAGEL'S - promises a galaxy of 
prizes, surprises and if you're real good, a recording 
artist or two. 

6 PM No one will out do PAUL BENTLEY, who 
Logis to erect a real working gallows at the 
'TOUCH, and witht he help of a few friendly 

bartenders, this hanging may be the last. (Promises! 
Promises!) Be there to applaud Paul's production of 
"THE LAST GASP." 

9 PM It's Picnic Time at the KOKPIT, catered by 
a bona fide caterer - Mueller's of Castro. Bella, 
assisted by Darcelle, Mame, Roc and Jimmy Quinn, 
says since we are in NISAN and celebrating the First 
Day of Chal Hamoed, you know what exquisite food 
you can expect. Bring your own ants. The food is 
with the compliments of the KOKPIT. 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6 

9 AM Another Hangover coffee klatsch at the 
KOKPIT with the usual "days old" and recycled. 

11 AM The traditional "WALK" which has become 
an institution equalled only by the Chinese New 
Year Parade, starts at the RED LANTERN with a 
surprise festivity to launch this famous "walk" 
followed in order with stops at TOTIE'S, GANGWAY, 
the PHOENIX, the *P.S. where Dixon and Roy have 
"Plans." Then on to THE NEW BELL, the Q.T., the 
CINCH, then across Polk Street to the N'TOUCH 
and ANDROMEDA if you are still ambulatory. 

8 PM The KOKPIT is turned over to Pit Boss 
Bambi XIII of Jackson's and Club Dori, who has 
planned a fitting evening of audience participation 
entertainment which promises to be a lucky climax 
to what has been a death defying wet week in 
glorious San Francisco. 

LUCKY SEVEN - COME ELEVEN 

THANKS! SWEET LIPS 

S.E.’s Future 

The Ass'n of Bay Area 
Governments released 
results of a major study 
rojecting the future of 

Pre San Francisco Bay 
Area to the year 2000. 

The study, known as 
"Series 3," projects a 
slowdown in the Ba 
Area's population growt 
over the next 23 years. 
Estimates for the year 
2000 range from 5.4 to 6.1 
million, compared to 

  

- today's population of 4.9 
million. arlier 2° ula- 
tion studies by AB and 
by the State Department 
ot Finance projected 
much higher growth rates, 
with estimates as high as 
7.6 million persons by the 
ear 2000. "Series 3," 
owever, assumes a con- 

tinued low birth rate, 
reflecting both regional 
and national trends. 

Another major finding 
of the study is that house- 
holds (occupied housing 
units) are expected to 
row at a faster annual 

rate than the population. 
The reason for this is that 
households are anticipated 
to become smaller in size, 
but their number, porta. 
larly those headed by 
females, will increase. 

With a lower birth rate 
and longer life expect- 
ancy, "Series 3" portrays 
the 65-and-older popula- 
tion increasing y _an 
average 20 percent. The 
proportion of those young- 
er than 25 will decrease 
by about 19 percent. By 
1990, the median age of 
Bay Area residents will be 
about 33, ‘compared to 
25% today. With a more 
mature Dopiaiton a pro- 
jected 23 percent more 
people will be in the labor 
market. 

Using the study's lowest 
estimate of birth rate, 
deaths and births may 
balance out in the Ba 
Area by the year 2000. 
Population rowth will 
occur mainly from persons 
migrating into the Bay 
Area. 

San Francisco will 
expand as a job-market 
center (outpaced only by 
Santa Clara County), but 
its population will con- 
tinue to decline. The dis- 
periy between jobs and 
ousing in many parts of 

the Bay Area will accen- 
tuate, and more people 
will find it necessary to 
commute into San Fran- 
cisco. In other parts of 
the Bay Area, people will 
be traveling greater dis- 
tances to work. 

  

ME ON. 

  

“WITH RIMLESS 

GLASSES” EVENINGS!   

ACCEPTANCE 

BY THE “LEATHERS”, THE “LONG HAIRS" 

AND BY CERTAIN “DISCO GROUPS” TURNS 

WHEN | STICK AROUND A WHILE OBVIOUSLY 
I'M ENJOYING MY KIND OF “WATER SPORTS". 

THANKS FOR PROVIDING THOSE PLEASANT     

oO 

  
Dan Turner and Bob Charot, owners of Oil Can Harry's are pleased as 
punch over the phenomenal success they have enjoyed during the first 

6 months of operation. They believe their success is due to being a 

completely safe and attractive place, plus beautiful staff and using the 

pages of B.A.R. for their advertising. 

Oil Can Harry’s Gay Aggies File 
Expands Federal Suit 

HOUSTON - A group of 
More than a thousand students at York ARM, 

guests waited five abreast Gay Student Services, 
on Larkin St. last Monday filed suit Monday, 
night in a line extending Feb. 28, in Federal Dis- 
from Ellis to O'Farrell and trict Court seekin 
west to Polk, according to cial recognition by the 
estimates made by the University. 
Fire and Police Depart- ~ The Federal Building in 
ment officials as they 
stopped in front of Oil 

  

Houston was the site of a 
ress conference held by 

Be students in an effort 
to publicize their fight for 
rights enjoyed by students 
at other universities. 

Gay Student Services 
applied to A&M on 
April 5, 1976, for recogni- 
tion as an official student 
organization. The signifi- 
cance of this recognition 
is that it allows the Foup 
to use university buildings 
for meetings, obtain free 
publicity Imm the school 
paper, and the like. It 
also aids the Gay students 
in obtaining funds for! 
their group. 

Dr. John Koldus, Vice- 
President for Student 
Services, rejected the 
gpplication Nov. 29, 1976. 

e students replied to 
the rejection with the 
Pledge to seek redress in 

ederal court, citing the 
case at the University o 
Texas in which the Gay 
students won the right to 
organize and be recog- 
nized. 

Koldus ignored the 
threat of the suit, sug- 
gesting that the univers- 
i unlike the University 
of Texas, would defend 
the suit all the way 
through the federal appel- 
late procedure. 

At the press confer- 
ence, student representa- 
tives cheerfully admitted 
that they realized that 
they may well be gone 
from A&M by the time 
official recognition is won 
through litigation, statin 
that they were doing i 
for students yet to come 
to the college. They 
seemed unimpressed by 

offi Dr. Koldus' attitude on 
the part of the university. 

- Montrose Star 
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Button, button, 
Who makes the buttons? 

Lou Greene 

  

    

     
   

   5 And his button machine. 
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Include 10% postage & handling. 

Belt buckle in highly polished pewter. $9. With black 
or dark brown belt, $18. (Please state waist size.)    

  

California residents add local sales tax. 
All major credit cards accepted. Include account number & expiration date. 

Leather Forever, 1738 Polk Street, San Francisco 94109 
(415) 885-5773 

  

    

  Can Harry's to see what 
  

the crowd was all about. 
"They must be giving 
away twenty dollar bills in 
there," said one observer 
who was glowing in his 
comments concerning the 
decorum of the large 
crowd. 

The crowd was a build- 
up occasioned by a two- 
hour delay in opening Oil 
Can Harry's - one of San 
Francisco's newest and 
largest disco bars, which, 
after only six months of 
operation, was expanding. 

Fifteen minutes after 
opening the doors, Oil Can 

arry's again reached its 
new capacity, and the 
remaining line was asked 
to wait a little longer for 
what would eventually be-- 
come "space available." 

In addition to an en- 
larged dance floor and a 
second 20-ft. raised. bar 
allowing a fine view of 
the dancers, a new ceiling 
light show has been in- 
stalled automatically 
controled by tempo and 
sound, affecting ~multi- 
colored racing lights 
which form exciting pat- 
terns multiplied as Nes ) 
reflect in the floor-to- 
ceiling mirrors. 

series of glittering 
crystal chandeliers over- 
hang the new bar, reflect- 
ing In a mirrored wall and 
giving the illusion of an 
even longer and more 
exciting bar area. 

      

    

        

      

——DOUBLE_ 

   

    

  

  

    

   

CASEY 

WAKEFIELD POOLE’S 

BOYS IN 
THE SAND 
ALL MALE CAST 
IN COLOR « ADULTS ONLY 

NOB HILL 
729 BUSH (at Powell) 
781-9468 
Cont. from 11:45 Daily, 
Midnite Shows Fri. & Sat. 

DONOVAN « HALSTED 
ED FURY © GLEN CORBETT » GARY CONWAY 

PLUS 30 MORE GOLDEN MEN 

Seok’ 
AN ALL STAR SALUTE TO AN ERA AND ONE HALF 
OF CLASSIC MALE EROTICA STUNNINGLY FILMED 

AND BEAUTIFULLY PORTRAYED. 

Fire Island... Uncensored 

  

    

FRED 

  

   

   
         

  

      
     

       

    
  by Henri Leleu 

  

  

  

PUT A LITTLE MAGIC IN YOUR         
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"DICTATORS" MAKE SAN FRANCISCO DEBUT 

“Dictators” 

Makes SF Debut 
On Thursday, March 31. 

the Dictators will make 
their S.F. debut at the 
Mabuhay Gardens. 
443 Broadway. The Dic- 
tators have been widely 
acclaimed as the best of 
the current crop of bands 
from the New York under- 
ground. If "punk rock" 
connotes any technical- 
musical immaturity, then 
the term ‘is far {rom 
appropriate for the multi- 
talented "lators. But if 
"punk rock" has to do with 
p aying music that parents 
don't want their kids to 
listen to, then this is THE 
punk rock band of all 
times. I'he Dictators 
have been hailed as the 
best band of the late 70's 
in such diverse publica- 
tions as the NEW YORK 
TIMES, CREEM, VILLAGE 
VOICE, NEV MUSICAL 
EXPRESS and  PSY- 
CLONE. Their first 
album, THE DICTATORS 
GO GIRL CRAZY, is a 
collector's item. Their 
new album will be re- 
leased by Electra on 
Ma 1. 

Opening for the Dicta- 
tors will be the Bay Area's 
top punk rock band, the 
Nuns. The legendary R. 
Meltzer will emcee the 
opening night. The Dicta- 
tors will also play dates at 
the Keystone in Berkeley 
and Palo Alto, and in San 
Jose, Santa Cruz and 
Sacramento. 

An Enlightened 
Yellow Pages 

A San Francisco taxi 
driver has a plan he says 
"will greatly reduce the 
chances of falling into the 
hands of inept, 1rrespon- 
sible and outrightly dis- 

  

honest businesses and 
individuals." : 

It's called "The Cali- 
fornia Connection" - an 
alternative to the yellow 
ages that will feature 

Ja sepainters, babysit- 
ters, beauticians ‘oe 
thousands of individuals 
and businesses who public- 
ly value "personal growth 
and responsible, quality 
service." 

Publisher Bruce Allen, 
who drives the night shift 
for City Cabs, got the 
idea for the service direc- 

tory after exploring the 
Bay Area's consciousness 
movement. A veteran of 
est, Actualizations, Sun 
Seminars and Arica, he 
discovered a recurrent 
theme in the conscious- 
ness movement which, 
simply stated, is "your life 
will work to the degree 
that you make good on 
what you say you're going 
to'do.” 

Aller applied the tech- 
nique to his cab-driving, 
always opening doors for 
his clients; going the 
shortest routes; being sen- 
sitive to assengers' 
desire to talk. He noticed 
an increase in tips. 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 

“Victorian 
Apt, , 2-3&4 

owl ROOMS 

A ad 

  

3 LOCATIONS 

  

Gay Management 
renting 929-7243 

7-8 a.m. or after 6 p.m.       

WANTED 
You want to sell your Vic. stained 
glass work. Come join me on faires, 
shows. Shared expense. Call (415) 

285-7750 E6 

Housecleaning - part time, sought 
by expd. inn-keeper. Call Daniel. 
221-0737 E7 

  

  

  

INVESTORS WANTED 
as developers/owners for new 

construction projects in No. Calif. 

Excellent return. Call Jim Becker at 
Mother F's 431-2303 Noon to 6 
Tues thru Sat. E6 
  

  

MODELS & 
ESCORTS    JOBS 

Clean cut, young masseur live-in 

365-9303 or 494-2159. E6 

Wanted yng man u 35 to train as 
masseur. Live-in bondable cleancut 

musc & masc 365-9303 or 494-2159. 
Serious only please. E6 

MODELS AND 

ESCORTS _ 
Models 
EscoRrTs 

Travel- 
MarTes 

The best selection 

in the city! 

  

  

1 
4 

1 
4 
4 

1 
{ I). 

NOT ESTABLISHED? 

Get the Information, Photos & 

1 THE FACTS. Our responsihil- 

4 |ities to you are in writing. Send 

4 | $3.00 and Statement of Age to: 
4 | P.0. Box 14121, San Francisco, 

4 CA 94114. ESTABLISHED? If 

4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 

1 
4 
4 

4 

  

  

so, use your key number when 
calling: 

DIAL-A-MODEL 
(415) 863-8228 

“QUALITY ISIN THE EYE 
OF THE BEHOLDER..." 

        

  

HOT GDLKG STUD 
MUSCULAR-TRAVEL! 

441-1054 SF E6 Eric 

  

LEAN, MUSCULAR & HAND- 
SOME nude masseur, equipped 

with over 82 to give you a deep 

thorough workout. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Ken 863-9916. E-9 

Model-Massage-Escort. Now you 

MASSAGE 

  (415) T1-5122   
  

can call me direct. (415) 441-7121 

Bree for a total, relaxing and stim- 

  

Remember the “Good Times” 
you used to have? ... YOU 

STILL CAN... with a safe 

ulating experience E7 

Hot-Hung-Stud SF model No SM 
Prefer older men. Call anytime 

Simon 928-2642 EN 

SUPER HUNG 
WELL OVER 9” LONG 

DOMINANT FOXY STUD 

Escort/Model - Derek 

928-4255 or PO 2442 SF 94126 E6 

Yng Apollo blond, well endowed 

verst. Bruce Juul 564-2171 eve- 

  

  

  

EXPERT MASSEUR BLACK 

Downtown SF Anytime 

776-9972 EG 

Total sensual rnassage by muscular 
well-built man, 25. Handsome, tal- 

ented. Jack 552-4400 E6 

  

  

Versatile nude masseur,' delivers 

exciting, complete massage any- 

time! Dave: 26, 5, 11", 160# , clean 

cut, trim and Hung! 824-5343.  E9 

Ricky masseur from Miami. Try me 

Dark eyes & handsome at 282-1597. 

  

  
nings after 5 E17 

Foxy, hung model/Latin lover, 

smooth young body, 57", 140lbs. Experience really. good massage! 
CallDamian 771-8369 for in/out Mon-Fri 10AM-8PM Private & 
calls ge complete by Jim 776-7287 Polk nr 

Calif. Sts. E7 

Handsome 26 yr old body-builder. 

dependable male model escort 
companion from Richard of 

San Francisco. 

RICHARD 
ELMON 

415/863-2434 

  Satisfy!!! E6 
  

  

Versatile nude masseur, delivers 

exciting, complete massage any- 

time! Dave: 26,511", 160# , clean- Nude massage. Gary 626-9925 E7 

cut, trim & hung. 824-5343 E10 Black hunky masseur/model 28, 
ALONE? Rent honest escorts. Pic & 511", 165# , 10""-cut. Pro. muscu- 

Data gets free info. Ken, Box 2024, lar. Athletic. Hairy. In/Out Allen-SF 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Palm Springs, CA 92262 E6 771-5368 E8 

SQUIR 
San Francisco's Newest & Most 
Distinctive Escort & Modeling Service. 
Featuring 40 of Northern California’s Hotest and 
Hunkiest Men. 

  r
r
 

    
    

ml
 

    

We believe the client always comes first. 

For Appointments (In and Outcalls) 

Call 552-3811 
| Esquire Models Travel Anywhere 

Personal Checks, 
Bankamericard 
& Mastercharge.               
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Tall, trim and terrific guy delivers 
total sensual massage, anytime! 
Chad, 27, 6', 160# , clean-cut, hot 

OTHERS IMITATE - NONE EQUAL 

  LOOKING FOR AN wT 
massage for glkg stud Ric 673-6023 

# 95 0ut/20 E6 
  

Nude masculine masseur body- 

builder. Washboard stomach, rock- 

hard body, super thighs, hairy, 

hung & goodlooking. 51", 160# , 
26, In or Out. Anytime! Call Nick 
626-6030 E6 

Massage, rubdown, FF enemas. 

| BankAmericard (415) 647-4113  E9 

Clean cut, slender, age 43, massage 

any age. A touch of class. 431-6072 

E10 

AT FRED'S WE WQN'T RUB YOU 
WRONG. Massage by young, good 

looking dudes. 1718 Broadway, 

Redwood City .E6 

PEOPLE 
Wish to be more assertive? You 
may discover that hypnosis is use- 

ful. Find out from Advocate advisor 

Jesse Miller. Call (415) 524-1314 
HTI professional training. E06 

CHECK OUT OUR ACTION 
East of Eden Sauna 1205 E. Bay- 

shore Rd. Palo Alto. THE SWING- 
INGIST CLUB ON THE PENIN- 
SULA. Men only Monday Thru 

Thursday. Fri-Sat & Sundays 

COED-something for any body. 
325-9121. E6 

Can you believe a dinner free at 

Fred's from 5:30 to 7:30 Tues & 

Wed.? If you haven't tried Fred's 

food, you haven't eaten!!! E6 

Middle-aged W/M 5°10" 150lbs 
whose lover died wishes to meet 

slim, passive, reliable type for 

possible permanent relationship. 

Write # 473 681 Ellis St. E6 

Polk Street is having a fire sale. 
Burnt offering? Thank you Bette! 

Arkansas Williams E6 

Young hot boy working way 

through school. Chris. 673-5648 E7 

Thirsty male has 6-pack for guys 

who dig water sports! Call Tom at 
(415) 922-2708 E7 

Tall, well-built, hairy, masc W/M 

wants to meet very slim & smooth 

Orientals & Chicanos - passive or 

vers. Call Don at 673-4371 E6 

W/S Scat in Levis: Tall, slim stud, 

26, gdikg, Gr act-pass turned on by 

gdlkg men to 45 in wet Levis, etc. 
No S/M, fats, fems, drugs. Write 
Box 1416, 625 Post St., SF 94109 
Give info about yourself and phone 

E6 

Interested in writing? Want to meet 
man whose aim is not to write great 

American novel but fun and profit (I 
have good idea for historical novel) 

You must have work to show me 

even if unpublished & be full time 

employed. If interested call Jim 

(415) 285-8849. Keep trying. E6 

The world is getting smaller so gay 
& straight people are learning to 
share the same roof-at-Fred’s in 
Redwood City. Being who you are 
and allowing space for others . . . is 
this anyway to run a world??? You 

bet it is. 1718 Bdwy 365-9303 Plus 

free food & refreshments - kum - 

out! E6 

Well-to-do middle aged musician in 
secluded home offers free room for 
student or employed in return for 

occ housewatch. Mutual sharing, 

| EDEN 
WITH A HANDSOME 
MODEL-ESCORT? 

(415) 863-2434 
OUR MODELS ARE A 

JN IN 
EXPERIENCE 
YOU'RE NOT LIKELY 

TO FORGET 

BW (415) 863-2434 
1 YOU DON'T NEED A 

: "KNOW IT ALL" 

liz 4 (01m, V[e 
FUN ANYWAY 

(415) 863-2434 
WHAT YOU DO NEED IS 
ONE OF OUR MASCULINE 

SUPER GUYS 
TO HELP MAKE YOUR DA 
OR EVENING IN S.F. THE 

§ EVENT IT SHOULD BE! 

: (415) 863-2434 
NEXT TIME CALL 

} 

: {(@ \ Ne affection, travel desirable. Bill PO 

i E L I 50x 2720, Castro Valley, CA 94546 

ll WE DO WHAT WE DO FOR 
YOU AND WE DO IT BETTERE: {JON 10 -¥y 3 

THAN ANYONE ELSE $145 man to share 2br 2bth % util 
Emp No drug Resp Call 626-9422 E6 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

NOW RENTING 
ON ALAMO SQUARE 

10 Unfurnished 2-BR apartments in elegant colonial 
restoration. = Completely modern kitchens/baths, new 
carpets/security/off-street parking. 

($25.00 Move-in Credit with this ad) 

$275/Month 
By Appointment Only 

552-3751 or 626-0350 
Home to share $150 +2 Util All the From $130. Secure, sunny studio 
conveniences needed to maintain a apartment in restored Vict. bldg. 

happy house (Age 30-50 approx) Mr. transp. |g Bay window. Fantas- 
Ref. 921-6835 EB tic vu, Private kit & bath. Nu decor. 

‘Roommate wanted - Emp resp gay Duboce Park. Safe. 562-2877 or 

male - shr 2br mod apt 1 blk off 626-0350 or 567-2265 E6 

Castro/Mkt. $150/mo - % utils. Br Unlock your hidden potentials with 
unfurn - AEK and Idry in bldg. Call the secrets & magic of a small 

Bill at 552-3537 or 4096 17th St. residential hotel. The Don-Nelly 
# 115, 5-9 PM. Eves or anytime Hotel at 1272 oarket st. bet 8th & 

wkend. E6 9th. Reasonable rates, clean & 

Bi or gay male wanted to share 3 comfortable rooms. Pets allowed, 

bdrm hse in SJ. Be clean, reliable, vending mach rm, elevator svc & 
employ, car and under 35. Not a sex Gay managed. For info or reserva- 
ad. Sincere only reply. Contact tions call (415) 662-3373 and ask for 

Bruce or Lee (408) 225-5345 btwn Ray or Gary. SEE YOU SOON. E7 
7AM and 10PM E7 For Rent. $400, 2 bdrm Vict. owners 

Empl M26 share 2bdrm 2bth in Mt. custom unit, all conveniences, 

View. $140/mo. Stable empl man. view, grained woodwork, ceramic 
No fems. 969-3027 E6 tile kit fir, plush carpet, frplc. Avail 

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

approx May. Ref. No pets. Days 

765-3113 E6 

remodelled. Suitable for one person 

$225 1880's Victorian upper only. $175 per mo. Call Morgan at 

SMALL COTTAGE IN NOE 
VALLEY. Secluded, Deck, recently 

flat. Needs painting. Owner will 626-8909 E6 
work out good situation for both Oakland 

  

  

supply paint, etc. No rent raise for 

at least 1 year. Fast rising Mint Hill 

area. 2 bedroom, marble fireplace. 

First & Last. No deposit. Matthew 

346-1511 anytime, but keep trying. 

E11 

Mens single or share furn. or unfurn 

studios. $150-$175 recently re- 
modeled util incl. elec. kit tiled 

bath/shower, stm rm, whirlpool, 

sundeck (nude area). Bodybuilding 
gym, laundry fac. Close to 

business. No pets. (employed) 

  

Small unique house, Lrg bedroom, 

front room, Ldry room, pvt patio, 

yard, fake frplc, bar, $175/mo. 

Partial or can furnish. Ref required. 

Discreet prf. After 4:30 call 

553-9044. Close to bus or BART. E6 

2Br restored Vict flat. Charming nu 
decor, hi clings, frplc, w/w, drps, nu 

bath, kit, dshw/disp. Brnl Hts. 

Sunny top floor, prvcy $325 +dep. 

No pets. 824-7009 E6 

Have 8-10 share rentals in several 
flats at $125 including one at $100 

  

885-4446 or 673-1016. E12 w/free board, until, etc. in ex- 
$160 Up Clean Studio Upper change for lightlcooking. No fee. 
McAllister 922-7602/771-8633  E6 626-0350/567-2265 George E6 

27 luxurious 1 br's — See displav ad UNFURN STUD. & 1 BEDROOM 
E6 $160 - $180 gym, whirlpool, sun- 

y - deck, steam room. 851 O'Farrell (no 

Stunsing Byres Vly Vice. Lr: pets) 673-3537 or 474.0776. E17 
astro Vlg. Living rm wi —_— 

fireplace formal dining rm, 2 bdrm, SUTTER HOUSE 

split bath, huge kit plus encl svc Charming Victoriens ooms 
area, yard, vw of city and Bay Built 1877 as 
Bridge negot. on pets $375. Call Large # clean ¥ Secure 
Paul at 681-7577 or 861-5209 E6 Excellent Transportation 

" $140 1500 Sutter St. 
Avialble March 15th ; 771-1860 E6 

Spacious, sunny Marina flats w/w —m080mo0r0—7—™—— ~ 

carpets, drapes, new kitchens, Studiofrom............... .$130 

  

baths. Separate entrances, close to 1Brfrom .................. $155 

transp. and shopphing, but quiet st. 2Br .................. $275 

Cablevision hookup, decks. Largeflatfrom.............. $325 

661-7986 Privatelyowned . .......... No fee 

E6 626-0350 E6 
  

       

    

    

    

£ 9 LARGE SUNNY STUDIOS 
3 100% NEWLY DECORATED 

g 431 OCTAVIA 
3 Walk to 6 car/bus lines, 
Z The Mint, Safeway, Burton's, 
3 Scotty's Pub, Rainbow Cattle Co., 
: Church Street Station, 
3 Eagle Creek Saloon. 

£  $160/month 431-4439   
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Station, Rainbow Cattle 
Safeway, The Mint, and at 

($25.00 Move-in 

O
W
 
R
E
N
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  2 $175/Month 

City views from Mint Hill 
27 Luxurious Unfurnished 1-BR’s 

415 BUCHANAN 

Walking distance to: Eagle Creek Saloon, Church Street 
Co., Scotty's Pub, Burton's, 
least 10 car/bus lines. 
Credit with this ad) 

626-0350     

  

Newly decorated large studio apts 

with sleeping alcove. Unfurnished 
near Polk, Castro & Folsom areas 

$145-$150, 735 O'Farrell 771-6980E7 

Tired of living in a circus? Bill and 
John invite you to inspect the 

Jefferson Hotel at 440 Eddy St. A 
mixed hotel for those who seek a 
more quiet lifestyle. Call us at 

776-5948 E7 

  

A RARE OPPORTUNITY 
newly restored Queen Anne Vic- 

torian with luxury designed inter- 

iors. Six apts available between 

now and May. To inspect or for 

further information call 863-9992 
eves. E8 

! Truckers 

  

Granny? 

Why are we 

  
  

Castro Village is 10 min walk fm 17 
& Guerrero where 5 rm unf flat $280 
awaits mature tenants 282-0306 E6 

  

WINTON HOTEL 
445 O'Farrell St., S.F. Tel 885-1988 
24 hr. service. Clean & Quiet. 

Reasonable rates - % block from 

downtown airline terminal - near 
theaters, shopping district and 

nightspots. Near Bus station. E15 

We invite you to stay at 

THE KINNEY HOTEL 
Nice, quiet, clean rooms, from 

$18.50 on up. Stop by after 9AM at 

410 Eddy or phone 776-0835. 

Security Guard Protected E15 

BRISTOL HOTEL 
56 Mason at Eddy. Now renting at 
$25 per week. All rooms Ig, airy, 
w/pvt bath. Color TV in lobby 

24hr security-Gay-No pets E15 

THE FAIRFAX HOTEL 
Under new Gay management. 420 

Eddy -2 blocks off Polk. Weekly and 

  

  

  

  

  

monthly rates E15 

MODERN OFFICE SPACE 
in Vict bldg near Castro & 15th St. 2 

rooms approx 400 sq ft w/% bath 

Large telephone switch equip al 

ready installed. Elec. heat. $200 per 

mo. Lease possible. Suitable for 

answering, attorney, real estate, 

CPA, etc. Call Dan 751-0737 days or 

621-4364 eves. £7 

Wildest in the West. 2 block to 
BART-Greyhound-Golden Gate 

Transit & Muni. Not just the center 

of the action, but where it's at 

National Gay Hotel, 1139 Market 

St., San Francisco 94103. $6 

nightly, 22.50 weekly. 864-9343. E15 

Rently purch & renovating 4-unit 

bldg in Oakland. New crpts, paint, 

etc. Nice location convt to frwy & 

trans. Three 1 bdrm units & 1 extra 

Irg 2 bdrm suit. 3-5 people. Unfrn 

$165 & $275 incl stv, frg, wtr & 
grbg. No garage. All units light & 
airy, some w/view. Ready approx 

Mar 15-20. Pls call owner (in Marin) 

for appt to see 453-4730 or catch at 

Oakland 834-4330 days. E6 

1 & 2 br apts; heat, water & garage 
inc. Mkt-Castro 626-0758 After 

7PM E6 

$600 - 8rm restored Vict. 2 Frplc, 
gourmet kitchen, antique brass 

lighting, 1% bath cent. heat. 
931-1496 E7 

$205 - $225 extra Irg, sunny studios 
+Irg kitchens w/dining areas. NEW 

hardwood, paint & appliances. 

Decorator fixtures & appointments. 

Quiet building. Walk to Castro-Mkt. 
Heat included in rent. 621-7169 

evenings, weekends. E6 

Up. Ashbury spacious modern 3 br 

2 bath split-level townhouse, frplc 
carpet drapes new Litton range 
w/microwave. View, garage, many 

extras. $425 621-8457 E6 

Seeing the city, or staying, need a 

nice clean room, try Youngmen's 

Hotel, 719 Ellis. Heart of the Action 
Call Mgr. after 10 AM Daily 

885-4399. E08 

BOB'S BAZAAR MARCH 

  

  

  

  

  

  

So. Van Ness Vict 6 pvt. Garden, 

many amenities, $365/mo incls gas. 
Two men. 346-9378 E6 

Clean quiet rms $21-25 wkly. 664 
Larkin at Ellis 928-1499 E8 

  

  

$175-225 1&2 bdrms Valencia & 

Duboce & 26/So Van Ness, Sec 

Dep 626-8283 1-10pm E6 

Polk-Sutter Studio furn. $100/mo. 

No pets. 474-1721 or 885-4446. E-6 

10 modern 2 br's — See display ad 

E6 

8 rooms, sunny vict. flat. Newly 

restored, New workable fireplaces 

in dining room & living room. 

Forced air heat, new carpets, new 

kitchen, large deck, new plumbing. 
Outstanding. From $400. 

  

  

626-0350 or 567-2265 EG; 

SERVICES 

:JACK DOUGAL: 
Jeweler 

FOR ARTISTRY 
IN JEWELRY . .. 

Se Habla Espanol 

Expert Watch Repair 

2525 MISSION ST. 

San Francisco 

647-3422 

° Ask for Betty Dougal 
0000000000000 00000OC° 

Housecleaning/Party bartender, 

waiter, 2 gv Italian studs, reas 
rates. Call Bob - Joe. 5562-3819. E6- 

  

  
  

Flat rate pricing. No hourly charge. 

Free est. 836-4308 
BAY AREA MOVERS 

Income Tax prepared in your home. 

Garry Bernhardt, rep. Tax Corp of 

America. 285-9252 E6 

GAY BUDDY'S GUIDE 
Nationwide - Houseguest and 
visitor referrals. Includes statistics 

and interests. 

Super-Confidential! 

Send stamped and addressed en- 

velope for information: Host Direc- 

tory U.S.A. Box 12656, San 

Antonio, TX 78212 .E6 

  

  

  

APARTMENT 
REMODELING 
SPECIALISTS 

Done with Care and 
Precision 

from Basement to Attic; 
from Kitchen 
to Bathroom. 

Make your Home 
the Castle 

every Man deserves. 

JD &K 

DOES ALL CONSTRUCTION 

From Plumbing to Painting; 
from Cabinetry to Lighting. 

SERVING CALIFORNIA 

from San Francisco 

to San Jose! 

Call: (415) 364-8915 
For Information 

  

yd 

the Busiest? © 

Ask around! 

E6— 

EN] : 
GAY INTRODUCTIONS | 
an allewnalive way x 

Yistinga y 

  

eel 

  

     

San Francisco 

Rt Rebuilders 
CUSTOM REMODELING 

(Specializing in Hot Tubs) 626-1763 

      
000 PPPOOPOPOOOPOYV 
  

Gardening Services. Installation, 

maintenance. Free est. Water cons. 

methods used. Stephen 552-4400E6 

HOUSECLEANING/ODD JOBS 
  

MOVING HAULING DELIVERIES 
2 men with large van 
Reasonable rates 

Jon 431-0152/552-4425 EQ 
  

Meticulous, reliable, honest with Tired of being butchered? For a 

references. Lee 863-0209 

Housecleaning/Handyman 
  

E6 hairstyle custom cut for only you, 

call 664-1897 Tues thru Sat. E7 
  

Painting, wallpapering, light elect., 

carpentry, etc. You name it. Rob 

the Handyman. 495-3088 E7 

PAINTING 
HIGH CLASS WORK AT 
MODERATE RATES 

ABLE TO ADVISE ON COLOR 
SELECTIONS & COORDINATING 
CALL PAUL 771-9955 EVES  E6 

Decks & nothing but decks!! Your 
design or mine. Photos of past work. 

Von 285-2884. E06 

  

  

WE'LL TAKE 
YOUR LOAD 
MOVING & 
HAULING 

4 years experience 

Large Enclosed Van 

Every job owner supervised 

Reasonable Rates 

Extremely Careful 

Call Keith — 282-8085 E8 
  

INCOME TAX RETURNS PRE- 
PARED BY CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANT 788-1140 EO7 

Moving & Hauling 
Near/far 2 men w/large 

truck. $20/hr. 621-6772 EN 
  

  

  

  

  
PHONE 

  

COMPLETE MESSAGE AND ANSWERING SERVICE 

MESSAGE PHONE 
1005 MARKET STREET, SUITE 207 

(415) 864- 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94103 

3000 

  

    

Classified Ads are Payable in Advance — No Ads Taken Over the Phone   

  

  

  

  

NAME PHONE 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

NO. OF ISSUES AMOUNT ENCLOSED 
  

  

  

Please make all checks payable to: Bay Area Reporter 

Mail to: B.A.R., 1550 Howard Street, San Francisco, CA 94103 
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Rates 

FIRST LINE $1.00 

All Subsequent Lines 

$ .50 
ALL CAPS: Double 
price of lines for 19 

spaces. 

ALL BOLD: Double 
price of line for 16 

spaces. 

ALL DOUBLE BOLD: 
Triple price of line 

for 12 spaces. 

DISPLAY RATES 
UPON REQUEST. 

      

Donald MclLea 

  

  

  

Stage; 

The Moustrap 
  

"The Mousetrap," now 
laying at the Alcazar 
eater, 650 Geary, would 

appear to have everything 
oing for it; it is the 

Kgatha Christie thriller 
that has been Fnning in 
London for 25 years; it's a 
neatly plotted play full of 
twists and turns to please 
any mystery buff; and it is 
directed by Lee D. Sanko- 
wich, the local pride of 
directors, with a profes- 
sional cast of familiar 
faces. Unfortunately, 
while it will probably do 
business because of 
Christie fans, it's a decid- 
edly second-rate evenin, 
of overdone theatrics tha 
only point up the fact that 
erhaps Dame Christie is 
etter read than viewed. 
The play is that creaky 

FoThorse about a young 
couple opening a est- 
Tonks Toi foto and 
their five mysterious 
guests. While the radio 
regales us with news of 
the local murder, one of 
the guests gets done in at 
the end of the first act 
and suspicion lies heavily 
on all concerned. Direc- 
tor Sankowich seems 
uncomfortable with the 
material so over-compen- 
sates adding 
interminable immicks 
that only distract instead 
of trusting himself to just 
direct a taut thriller. No 
suspense generates in this 
"Mousetrap" until the 
final 15 minutes, and by 
then paresis has set in. 

The cast is as uneven as 
the direction. Sankowich 
has a bad tendency to 
whip his actors to one 
level and leave them 
there; the wife is con- 
stantly too shrill, ditto 
the inspector too intense, 
the campy fey architect 
too arch, the murky Miss 
Casewell too monotone 
(to  connotate hidden 
depths doubtless) and on 
and on. It is an indulgent 
production, allowing too 
much leeway on all sides 
and generatin little 
excitement. ankowich 
has envisioned an imagin- 
ary fireplace stage cen- 
ter, a gimmick that might 
have worked if he hadn't 
beat it to death; actor 
Joseph Whipp carries a 
cane throughout and what 
a performance it gives 
slashing and Ng and 
Runciuating until I fought 
own an urge to jump on- 

stage and break it into 
little Sieses (I restrained 
myself when 
apparent that Whipp had 
no characterization with- 
out it.). The English ac- 
cents come and go with 
alarming regularity, even 
in such experienced hands 
as Ruth Kobart's. 

Byron Jennings is gen- 
erally excellent as the 

it became % 

Show Biz in Review 

    
    

   

    

        

    
   

      

  

   
Drew Eshelman and Janet McGrath seek in different directions to find 

“The Mousetrap”. 

ersevering detective, his 
inal scene a true gem an 

the best single moment of 
the evening; Susan Bra- 
shear is appealing because 
she exudes conviction as 
the wife; Francis Ingall is 
perfection as the rather 
stuffy Major; and Drew 
Eshelman 1s a bit much, 
but very funny and charm- 
ing, as the architect. 
Ruth Kobart understates 
the dominating harridan 
with skill; Janet McGrath 
seems to have no concept 
of Miss Casewell and does 
nothing with the role. 
Joseph Whipp seems to be 
in the wrong play and Lou 
Favreaux as the husband 
is inexcusably atrocious. 

The gothic countryside 
set by Michael Kroschel 
and on Madonia is a 
wonder; the lighting by 
Michael Garrett heavily 
unsubtle and the costumes 
by Rita Yovino generally 
do nothing to enhance the 
actors (she really "did in" 
Miss McGrath). 

"The Mousetrap" is not 
Lee D. Sankowich's cup of 
tea, nor is it well served 
by the acting ensemble; 
and this flimsy thriller 
needs expertise all along 
the way to make an un- 
dimensional play gripping 
and excitin for two 
hours; it needs all the help 
it can get, and at the 
Alcazar, the help is half- 
way measures all the way. 

a. 

  

5 Dance: 

American Ballet 

Theatre 

In two nights viewin 
ABT at the Opera House, 
was once again impressed 
by their soloists’ high 
level of ability, the un- 
evenness of ‘the corps 
(though better than last 
year) 
some of their selections. 
Best of the lot was Glen 
Tetley's "Voluntaries," a 
driving, pulsating ballet 
without letup that starts 
in a simple pas de deux 
and builds steadily into a 
classically structured en- 
semble exercise. Cynthia 
Gregory proved once 
again what a beautifully 
bravura dancer of control 
she is, dazzling in her 
crisp technique, and in 
Charles Ward she seems 
to have an excellent part- 
ner capable of sustaining 
his own. The always ex- 
citing Martine van Hamel 
added still more luster to 
the "Voluntaries" roster, 
teaming with Gregroy in 
matchless brief spurts of 
choreography that show- 
cased bot ballerinas 
comparably, and the corps 
de ballet was at their best 

under Tetley's sweepin 
theatricality. ping 
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JACQUES BREL EVENING 
WITH RUTH HASTINGS & DOUG TRANTHAM 

EVERY MONDAY AT 9 P.M. 
  

Authentic 
French Cuisine 

® Complete Bar 

  o Plenty of Parking     
@¢d Cabaret Evening Every Friday & Saturday, 9 to 1 

  

       

Ye Domine 
17th St. at Florida 

626-3095 

     

          

      

and bewildered by § 

Next came that tired, 
dismal "Firebird." "The 
Firebird" choreography by 
Fokine to the music of 
Stravinsky has never been 
anything = more than a 
showcase for the prima 
ballerina; and frankly, the 
same choreography that 
thrilled us fRonty years 
ago when Maria Tallchief 
danced it is outdated and 
undemanding by today's 
standards and ‘does no- 
thing to enhance Natalia 
Makarova, though she is 
more than capable of 
handling what Bittle de- 
mand it makes upon her. 
Makarova's "Firebird" is a 
lovel creature indeed, 
and Marcos Paredes is a 
superlative evil Kostbhei; 
so much for the values o 
Fokine's ballet. Erik 
Bruhn added glamor to the 
name roster for the one 
evening by pantomiming 
Ivan, the hero; Bruhn, the 
reatest of the great in 
is heyday, mimed with- 

    

out dancing the dull role. 
While it's always nice to 
see him, the role is a 
disappointmeiit. 

The plot is barely worth 
recapping - that drear 
bit "about the Firebir 
guns Ivan a feather in 

e forest for sparing her 
life that enables him to 
break the evil spell of 
Kostchei and marry the 
beautiful Tsarevna. Who 
cares?! It's a typical Rus- 
sian 1900 ballet full of 
overstated pantomime, 
little dancing, and a 
pseudo-spectacular second 
scene wedding that sup- 
posedly ives an epic 
sweep to the whole affair. 
It's a crashing bore as a 
ballet, and w the ABT 
thinks it's worth preserv- 
ing is beyond me, espe- 
cially when our own local 
company has given us such 
an inspired, fresh new 
interpretation last season. 
Let's retire  Fokine's 
"Firebird" to the Siberian 

Erik Bruhn guested with ABT for one performance of ‘The Firebird". 

LOW PRICE PREVIEWS MARCH 19 thru APRIL 5 
ALL SEATS $5.00 / OPENS APRIL 6 

“FUNNY! IMAGINATIVELY DIRECTED AND HUMOR- 
OUSLY ACTED! THE SHOW TAKES FEIFFER'S CAR- 
TOONS AND PUTS THEM IN LIVING, VIVID, TALKING, 
OFTEN BREATHING THREE-DIMENSIONAL STAGE 
FORM. THE MAGICALLY PECULIAR AND PECULIARLY 
MAGICAL WORLD OF FEIFFER!"’ 

—Clive Barnes, N.Y. Times 

jules feiffery 

hold 
me 

Tickets also available at Macy's, Ticketron, Bass, Downtown Center 

Box Office and all leading agencies. GROUP SALES CALL: 398-2707 

LITTLE FOX THEATRE 533 Pacific, San Francisco 398-2707   
  

to meet YOUR needs: 

JERRY POLON, 
(415) 661-4815   
Practice of Psychotherapy 
in individual, couple & group settings 

M.F.C.C.   
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Home for Old Ballets - 
once and for all. 

The three-act "The 
Sleeping Beauty" by Mary 
Skeaping is another tradi- 
tional ballet that has not 
changed an iota since Sir 
Robert Helpmann's stag- 
ing in the40's. This 
museum piece is not en- 
hanced by Oliver Messel's 
drab sets or potpourri of 
period costumes; it's 
interesting to see Princess 
Aurora's court suddenly 
move to Spain to be en- 
tertained by Italian folk 
dancers and Dutch maid- 
ens, but it only adds more. 
confusion to a plot that 
takes two minutes to tell 
and three hours to dance. 

As Aurora, Martine van 
Hamel seemed hesitant 
and eticinatory in "The 
Spell," but her fourth act 
swept all reservations be- 
fore it, and she carried 
the afternoon with honors. 
Her technique is superb 
and she possesses the 
commanding stature that 
makes her one of ABT's 
treasures. Unfortunately, 
Clark Tippet is a mundane 
artner - shaky at best in 
is solo turns as the 

Prince and totally lacking 
in power. Again Marcos 
Paredes walked off with 
acting honors with a su- 
erb Wicked Fairy; 
aredes is a fine charac- 

ter dancer, and his Cara- 
bosse revealed a 
malevolent wit that was 
spellbinding. Jolinda 
Menendez was a poor 
Lilac Fairy (that irritating 
creature who keeps pop- 
pit up throughout to 
ittle effect); Menendez 
has no identity onstage 
and barely adequate tech- 
nique. hich makes one 
wonder why the casting, 
since dancers like Karena 
Brock, Rebecca Wright 
and Hilda Morales were 

  

wasted in brief turns and 
deserve far better. 

The fourth act, after an a 
exciting first act and a 
predictable and unexcitin 
second and third (excep 
for the Rose Adagio), 
finally made the affair 
worthwhile. Terry Orr 
with Wright and Morales 
offered a finely honed 
divertissement; Elizabeth 
Ashton and Peter Fonseca 
gave us an adorable Puss 
n Boots and Kristine 
Elliot and a newcomer 
named George de la Pena 
as the Blue Bird and his 
Princess brought star 
quality to the perform- 
ance. de la Pena, al- 
though obviously nervous 
has the same fire an 
style of the young 
Fernando Bujones and is 
definitely a comer to 
watch. "Miss van Hamel 
surpassed all that had 
come before her, no minor 
achievement. 

"The Sleeping Beauty" 
is another = ballet that 
needs a shot in the arm; 
those second and third 
acts just don't warrant the 
patience demanded, espe- 
cially when danced only 
adequately, if that. 
Hopefully, ABT will start 
pumping new life into new 
productions. But as long 
as they bring us dancers 
like Gregory, van Hamel, 
de la Pena and Bujones, 
and new choreographers 
like Tetley, they'll always 
be worth seeing. 

Film: Slap Shot 
This new Paul Newman 

film should actually be 
called "Cheap Shot" be- 
cause that's exactly what 
it is - a cheap shot at the 
world of ice hockey play- 
ers, machismo and vio- 
lence told in the foulest 

  

And, our prices mv surprise you. 

King’s   

HOW COME THE LATEST HAIR STYLE 

ALWAYS LOOKS GOOD ON SOMEBODY ELSE? 

Because no two people are alike. The man who looks fine with the latest style is 

the man whose hair texture and features are complemented by that style. The 

trouble with any “latest style” is that it can’t take individuality into account. 

So, a lot of men try it and end up looking wrong. 

At King's Court we don’t try to fit you to a hair style. We do it the other way 

around, by cutting your hair so that it looks best for your face. We take into 

account whether your hair is thick or fine and how much of it you have. We'll 

give you an individual style that will be easy to care for between visits. We'll even 

give you a cup of coffee and some lively conversation (but only if you want it). 

Court 
CUSTOM BARBERS 

150 Powell St., San Francisco - 
GA 1-3051 

By Appointment Only?   
  

Give Yourself A 

FACELIFT VACATION 

Specialists in Cosmetic Surgery 

and Rejuvenation 

in a Resort atmosphere 

Call or write for free information. 

Lowest fees (213) 556-2220 

La Casa Granoe 

xanaod 
10340 Santa Monica Blvd.   , Century City, CA 90025 

        

  
Michael Ontkean & Paul Newman cheer their bloodthirsty, foul- 
mouthed teammates on in “Slap Shot". 

terms possible. It's also a 
very funny film that is 
thoroughly enjoyable once 
you realize you're going to 
watch trash. nother 
fun-trash movie. 
Newman plays the over- 

the-hill 
Charleston Chiefs, a 
losing hockey team. With 
the advent of three new 
morons in their desperate 
closing season, Newman 
creates a goon squad of 
belligerent fighters who 
scrap and riot in every 
game; attendance swells, 
they start winning by foul 
means and all of a sudden, 
they've given the public 
what it wants - acres of 
blood and violence. One 
suspects that the parody 
of "excessive violence is 
not too far off the track, 
considering the bloodlust 
of roller derby, wrestling, 
etc. 

If you're offended by 
foul anguage and sexist ig 
images, then forget "Slap 
Shot." Every obscenity in 
the book is used repeated- 
ly, with excessive dwell- 
ing on "cocksucking," the 
impugning of masculinity 
by the players seeming to 
be the worst degradation 
ossible. The women of 
he film are brainless sex 

objects who drink and 
screw, the manager (neat- 
ly played by Strother 
Martin) is a fag transvest- 
ite; there is a token dyke, 
and lots of locker room 
"mooning." Something for 
the entire family, if it's a 
family of rednecks. 

Ceorge Roy Hill has 
directe with ferocious 
disregard for anything but 
commercial shock. value, 
and the film was written 
in all its foulness 5% a 
woman, Nancy Dowd. The 
cast is excellent 
Michael Ontkean plaging 
the one holdout ains 
Newman's breach of taste; 
but the film does make a with 
powerful statement about gendy aging detective and 
our preoccupation 

TA TR t FY 

Selhinid: 

coac of the: 

with| 

with Lily 

' matter 

  

voyeur violence and the 

adoration of winners, no 
how repulsive. 

Buy your lock of Gary 
Gilmore's hair, see "Slap 
Shot." It's fast; it's funny; 

it's foul. Newman again 
uses his lowkey charm to 

maximum advantage, and 

Hill has given us a bitin 
indictment of the world o 
hockey and the sports fans 
who prefer broken skulls 
to skill. It's really a more 
sweeping condemnation 

than that, applicable to 
many wishing attractions 
that pander to our lowest 
instincts. But "Slap Shot, 
while deliberately offen- 
sive in the extreme, 1s 

also a well-made, funny 
film that unquestionably 
will do socko at the box 
office . .. reaffirming its 
own theme. 

i
d
 

  

Art Carney, Lily Tomlin & Bill Macy sneak a peek at “The Late Show’. 

Film: 
The Late Show 

"The Late Show," now 
playing at the Regency II 
on Sutter, is a wonderful 
film by writer/director 
Robert Benton that is 
reminiscent of the Ray- 
mond Chandler detective 
films of the 40's. It offers 
two of the finest perform- 
ances Jord see in years 

rt Carney as a 

omlin as a would-be 
CP PGP     t 

     NNN NNN TT TTT TEETER i i 
E ry (HERA NNRE survival. Bill Macy scores 

4 nicely as a sneak 
Ny and 
P§ John Considine are excel- 

  

& 
Schmid: 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104 

130 BUSH STREET 

TELEPHONE (415) 981-3915 
  INSURANCE 

ASSOCIATES, INC. 
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8 Carney 
i battered Nick and Nora 
ps Charles 
pd strike exactly the right 
Chemistry to give the sort 

a of performances too sel- 
       

actress, dress designer, 
dope dealer failure “who 
hires him to find her kid- 
napped cat. Together, 
they're incandescent - a 
periect teaming of tal- 
ents. 

Benton has captured the 
seamy ambience of Holly- 
wood; and the dialogue 
blazes with cynical repar- 
tee that skillfully skins 
the layers off the Fruston 
tion of little people who 
never achieve much but 

friend 
Eugene Roche and 

lent as the heavies. But 
and Tomlin as a 

combination 

      ad dom seen. They are bril- 
od liant, and “The Late 

how 1s a must-see 
Wf sleeper of the year thus 

far.” 'Nuf said!   
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tion is insufficient excuse, now, Pam Myers is making 
1 for she chooses a medley an impressive first outing 

ws of 24 Ethel Merman hits in nightclubs that bodes 
: which only invite unfair high promise of even 

comparisons and do no- better to come. 
thing to showcase her per- 
sonally. Only die-hard Donald McLean 
Merman fans might find it 
entertaining, and the 
applause is for Merman's 
original creation, not 
Myers' brief renditions. 
She should drop this seg- 
ment like a hot potato and 
et back to showcasing 
erself. 
Best of her material is 

Club: 
Della Reese at 
“The City” 

Appearing thru Sunday, 
March 20, is the dynamite 
Miss Della Reese. After 
much too long an absence, 
La Reese returned to 
prove she's a consummate 
hightcls performer who 
effortlessly knows how to | 
knock any audience out 

  

Gay Men's 
Theater 

On March 25 the Gay 
and make any song she icki | ~ § a rollicking "I Gotta Get Men's Theater Collective, 
Se one. Looks Hot" burlesque takeoff based in San Francisco, 
ing er and singing all three parts will premier its first pro- 
as she did 20 years ago, to "You Could Drive a duction, "Crimes Against 
with that amazing power Person Crazy" from Nature." The ensemble of 
ful al she 3 al of "Company" (which should ten Gay men emerged 
ca SEES ane ti ps be her closing up num- from a workshop that be- 
Be m 9 id ToD og ° ber, not a melancholy gan in July 1976. In this 

the sim on “Hor id 4 finish). She shines when theater piece, the men 
surprise treat. I.er phras playin the bouncy focus on the unsatisfac- 
ing of a lyric is impec- 
cable, witnessed in a 
gospel shoutin' version of 
Stop and Smell the 

Roses," a scat version of 
"East of the Sun" blending 
into a_rocking "Honey- 
suckle Rose" and a stun- 

comedienne, definitely tory and ultimately op- 
the line to pursue for pressive techniques that 
future bookings. Her flip individuals develop in 
observations about show order to survive in this 
business, the mike cover, abusive society. The pro- 
King Kong, and a turn duction represents a 
with a hand puppet are recognition that collec- 
charming. As it stands tive, supporiive work is an   

  

: ’ ! 
ning "Everything Must now, she could play the alternative means of sur- 
Change. he's brought : New York "in" rooms ... vival. 
along some of her known PAM MYERS—a bright singer/comedienne bodes promise at The Lut her act is too show- "Crimes Against Na- 

requests - a medley en- Mocambo. biz oriented to have a ture" will be performed 
compassing "Don't = You has a lot going for her|wide popular appeal. March 25 and 26 at the 
Know," " Heart Re- Club: right off the bat. She also|There's a bright potential Gay Center, 32 Page St. 
minds Me" and "Someday;" . ossesses a belter voice/for her as a singing (near Market & Franklin); 
as a stylist, she remains P M t hat tends to become comedienne in an opening April 8-10 at the Project 
an original in guerything. am vers a grating and strident when act for major headliners, Artaud Theater, 450 Flor- 
_Superbl backed by unleashed to full power, but her act still needs ida St. (near Mariposa. 

pianist arvin Jenkins The Mocambo though quite nice in more restructuring and strong For information and com 
controlled moments. | p 
some reason that admira-:that will happen. 

LIVE WHERE THE MEN ARE! 
It’s Within Your Budget! 

YOUNG MENS STUDIO APARTMENTS 

plus three local musicians 
whom she met onstage : : 
opening night for the first After popsaiing in’ 
time and who do our local "Company," = "Something's 
union proud, Della Reese Afoot” and onnopyls in 
is a rare treat for club- San Francisco, amela 
goers. She is totally in Myers returns thru 
command and roving March 20 at The Mocambo 
twice nightly that there's to premiere her new act. 
nothing finer than to Cute as a button with an 

| personality 
glib ease onstage, she 

For'comedy material before plete RStiorpangs sched- 
a Right ule, call 431-7333, Ext. 9. 

spend an hour or two with/ingratiating 
a master showwoman. 

  

Recently Remodeled 

MEN’S 
APARTMENTS 
673-1026 or 885-4446 

Furnished and Unfurnished Studios 

All Electric Kitchens 

Utilities Included 

Full Tiled Bath & Showers 

Sun Deck 
   

   A 

With this Coupon 

$25.00 
OFF 

1st Months 
Rent 

  

  

11:00 — 2:30 ER 

              

   

      

      - Fe “Ze > Le o% . oe r 

Featuring the BEST food in town, served by the NICEST , in the FUNKIEST 
atmosphere, on the HARDEST chairs in San Francisco. LOTS of FREE parking. 
For toll free information from anywhere in San Francisco, call 398-7846. 
LUNCH - MONDAY thru FRIDAY BINNER -7 DAYS AWEEK 

  

YOUNG MENS STUDIO APARTMENTS 
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Hot Wax 

Women Singer-Songwriters 
  

  

  

by H. Klein 
In the last issue I tried born British singer/song- 

to point out how many writer, is easily one of the 
aware women in the re- best albums to have come 
cording industry are hand- out last year. Her third 
ling the difficulties and album, as well as her most 
bigotry that they face in polished, JOAN 
their work. This week I've ARMATRADING (A&M) 
asked three local critics evokes visions of such 
to help me review recent legendary performers as 
albums by women per- Jimi Hendrix (this lady 
formers. Two of my fa- plays some guitar!), Van 
vorite artists, Dianne Morrison, ina Simone 
Davidson and Deadly and Elton John. Now 
Nightshade, have had there's a combination for 
their albums reviewed in you. Her music is moody, 
this space before. In this melancholy even, but 
issue Steve Seid, an enter- always flowing and always 
tainment writer for alive with a beat that 
ZENGERS, tackles Cris forbids any song to drift 

. , Williamson; Robert into the maudlin. My 
Rigging Managing Editor favorite songs are "Love 
of SYCLONE® and critic and Affection," the single 
for IN TOUCH and the "Water with the Wine and 
ADVOCATE, looks at the "Down to Zero. There 
new Janis Ian album; and are no bad cuts on the 
ROCK 'N' ROLL NEWS' D. record. : : 
Lawless writes about Joan  Armatradin is very 
Baez' latest album. much an artist and a free- 

Although my three col- thinker. She definitely 
leagues are less than has created a career for 
enthusiastic about the herself - in the midst of 
albums they've reviewed, the hypiest business in the 
I'm eager fo report that world - that is devoid of 
the newest album by Joan the superfluous bullshit 
Armatrading, West Indies- that surrounds even the 

oF 
  

  

GRAND OPENING 

and 

CELEBRATION 
of the 

Vernal Equinox 

March 18+19:20+21 

SALE prices on all flowers, plants, 
trees and shrubs. 

JIM & ED'S 

RAINBOW GARDEN NURSERY 

4015B 24th Street 
(BETWEEN CASTRO & NOE) 

SAN FRANCISCO 

648-2773     Open Daily 10 to 6 

= _— 
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most well-meaning re- 
cording artists. Arma- 
trading is a woman who 
insists on wearing street 
clothes when she performs 
rather than a costume. 
She says her contribution 
to the women's struggle 
will be to succeed in her 
art because that in and of 
itself will hel other 
women. If that's true, 
women couldn't have a 
better champion. 

Gulf Winds 
(A&M) 

JOAN BAEZ 

nrngPye ind 
    

- 
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‘meretricious 

      

  

WINDS is comprised of 
semi - autobiographical 
tunes that are melodic but 
have no memorable melo- 
dies. The songs are 
vaguely confessional but 
on remotely personal 
and are sung in her most 

princess 
tongue. ; 

And the lyrics ... on 
"Seabirds," a jazzy tribute 
to Joni, a drunken Baez 
sez jokingly to nobody in 
particular, "Don't ask me 
what my sign is, instant 
intimacy runs cheap." On 
"Kingdom of Heaven," she 
sings, "I call out fruitless- 
ly/Give me an archangel 
or company." Ugh! Y 
"Best song on the LP is 

"O, Brother!," a heated 
retort to Dylan's "O, 
Sister." It's ‘an upbeat 
C&W number where Baez, 
at least, 
clearly recognizable emo- 
tion: anger. But then it's 
right back into the dreary, 
metered reasonableness. 
In the end, she's still 
making a living singing 
noble and brave songs, 
dressed, as Donovan once 
said, "in white lace, 
lookin' cool with a black 
lace fan." Nothing's 
changed 'cept the times. 

by D. Lawless 

Miracle Row 

displays one h 

I wanted to like Janis 
Ian's new album, MIRA- 
CLE ROW. Honestly I 
did. I think she's "an 
agreeable songwriter and 
usually an interesting one 
to listen to. No Joni 
Mitchell or Laura Nyro, 
certainly, but a moder- 
ately forceful | talent. 
However, each time I put 
on MIRACLE ROW I grow 
more alienated and disap- 
pointed. I feel it's feebly 
produced, uncomfortably 
self-indulgent, and boring. 

The bum's musical 
ualities are negligible 
istless arrangements, a 
aucity of instrumenta- 
ion, a jarring harmonic 
overdubbing of Ian's voice) 
and although simplicity 
can highlight a singer of 
quality, even Ian's vocal- 
izing ~ sounds uninspired 
ere. 
And her poetry, occa- 

sionally the redeeming jo 
of a "folksinger's" album 
still can't classify Ian 
otherwise.), wrestles with 
noteworthy themes but 
falls short of any lyrical 
maturity. oe 

Moreover, Ian's ‘decision 
to again concentrate on 
her Blobies (unrequited 
love, loneliness, nightfall, 
‘old age), although often a 
genuine reflection of in- 
security, fails to touch. 

Like I said, I wanted to 
like it, but then maybe I'm 

  

oS Take To The Sky/The Sunset Of Your Life 

  

The cover of GULF] 
WINDS depicts a tan,' 
smiley Baez,. dressed in 
contempo 
front rE a 
on-the-beac backdrop. 
She's lookin' good, and she 
long ago won my admira- 
tion for her humanistic 
endeavors, but her aristo- 

boutique, in | 
arish sunset- fa 

  cratic, lillyfruit voice just 
LF 

(Columbia) alpays expecting a 

JANIS IAN mirecte: 
by Bob Kiggins 

Janis lan The Changer & 
Miracle Row 

including: 

Let Me Be Lonely 
| Want To Make You Love Me/Candlelight 

     

   
PC 34440 Janis lan, noted for her 
sensitive and introspective lyrics, 
has an established reputation as one 
of America's premier performers and 
songwriters. Her new album, ‘‘Mir- 
acle Row," leaves no doubts as to 
why this reputation is so richly 
deserved. 

    

The Changed 
(Oliva) 

CRIS WILLIAMSON 

In man ways Cris 
Williamson's first album, 
THE CHANGER AND 
THE CHANGED, is one 
more product of Teen 
Metapnysics, the new sen- 
sitivity. Filled with 
elusive lights, spirits cry- 
ing and souls shining, Cris 
has demonstrated that 
hemlock is the true way 
of Metaphysicians not 
stardom.     plain bores me. 
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It's a shame, for behind 
all the "filling ups" and 
spilling overs" is a viva- 

clous woman with consid- 

CRIS WILLIAMSON 

  

erable talent. But then 
again, sobbing spirituality 
hot ie, only corrosive 

en o. grace T 
CHANGER ND THE 
CHANGED. The album 
en toto, is the residue of 
poor arranging and va- 
rant musicianship. Take 
Shooting Star," for ex- 
ample: “introduced by a 
percussionist who finds it 
amusing to emulate a coffee ~ perculator, the 
Song Sains a momentum 
that is quite contradictory 
to the original sense 
established. Then in 
closing, a mediocre gui- 
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tarist chose to play a riff 
completely incongruous to 
the mood that Cris had 
ainstakingly = created. 
hat remains is a hodge- 

podge, not a hit. 
Scrape away the de- 

tracting veneer and you 
will find a number of in- 
spired tunes. "Shooting, 
tar" is a fine rousing] 

number. So is "Dream; 
Child," a haunting bit of 
sensuality with some 
excellent imagery. And 
we mustn't forget "Wild 
Things," a song for feral 
lovers. 

There is no doubt, Cris 
Williamson is the posses- 
sor of a vital talent. Just 
a few adjustments, here 
and there, and she'll be a 
shooting star worth fol- 
lowing through the 
COSMOS. , 

    
by Steve Seid 

  

stract piece tit 

Xoregos Dance  gangered spec 

Troupe Spring Endowment for the Arts 

Concert 
The Xoregos Perform- Also featured is Shela 

ing CR the oldest Xoregos' new "Shadowfall" 
modern company in the - a surrealistic piece that 
city, repeats its uneven combines 
blend of drama, music and 
modern dance during the 
Company's 10th season, 
8:30 pm, March 18-20, at 
the =~ Xoregos Studio, 
70 Union St., S.F. 

The program features a 
new piece by dancer/ 
choreographer Welland 
Lathrop. Lathrop, who 
dance with 

York composer onrad 
Cummings. 

  

terrifying sleepless night. 
ibe off 8 

mieres is "Sonatine 
choreographed b 
company dancer Paul 

(1923). 
The highlight 

key figure in the Modern 
Dances movement in San Waltzes." Ms. 
Francisco. anytime on 

Paula Clarke and Greg Gibble in Shela Xoregos’ “Shadowfall.” 

His new work, an ab- competent 
led "En- and ) 

Species was deserves 
National delimiting showcase. 

\ On the rest of the eve- 
and is set to an original ning, 
electronic score b ew chances. 

Castro St. Fair 
The 

theater and Ass'n has announced that 
dance in a recreation of a the Fourth Annual Castro 

Street Fair will take place 
the pre- on Sunday, Au 

- While 
et un 
ime, 

Scardina and set to the of the date is to let those 
Milhaud score "Sonatine" planni 

conjunction J 
e hi of the street fair avoid conflict- 

artha evening is Paula Clare's ing dates. 
Graham in the 40's, was a equisite rendition of Ruth committee r 

St. Dennis' "Three Brahms contact Pehle will be 
Clare - announced f 

stage - is wish to participate. 

3rd World 
Cultural Night 

The Third World Gay artists. 
Caucus will hold an eve- We have enlisted local 
ning of Third World cul- talent to perform: The 
tural activities on Novas, a new and exciting 
Saturday, April 2, from pop music group; Black- 
6:00 pm to 1:00 am at berri, a olk’ singers; 
32 Page St., San Fran- thought-provoking poets 
cisco. A $2.00 donation and writers, Chrystos and 
will be requested at the Michael Tapia; fine art 
door. Refreshments - and Zactography exhibits 
beer, wine and apple juice by fren Ramirez and 
- will be offered at $.50 a Ivan Fernandez; three 
cup, The public is invited short films; and time will 
and welcome. be set aside for the audi- 

The purpose of this ence who may have some- 
event is to provide a thing to share. There may 
forum for Third World be some dancing as well. 
Gay artists and for the For further informa- 
community to find out tion, contact Jeryl Saulter 
about and recognize the at 451-3817. 
talents of its Third World 

t-shirts t-shirts (tts t-shirts 
convincing 

ligent. She 
more than a 
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438A Castro Street 

San Francisco, CA 94114 

other events in 
with the t-
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431 - 2303 
Once the fair 
is operating, 
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for those who HOURS: Noon to 6 PM — Tues. - Sat. 51) 

  

THE 
WINDJAMMER 

SALGON 

645 GEARY, S.F. 

AINE R10     

Jockey Shorts Dance Contest 
Sunday Night, MARCH 20th 

eo. $75.00 FIRST PRIZE 
DULY“ $25.00 SECOND PRIZE 

EE VE Rr LL 

PTY 
ees h 

0 0 o® 

Featuring J.P. the D.J. 

BEGINNING MARCH 9th 

[HR LGA ETL 
GO-GO BOY AUDITIONS 

Winners will dance on Friday §| 

and Saturday Nights 
COMPETITION IN LEVIS ONLY — NO COVER 

4 
COCKTAIL HOUR 7 DAYS A WEEK 

4 to7, ALL WELL & BEER, 50¢     
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The Gamecock Court 
hosted an evening at the 
theater last Sunday night 
and over 60 people were 
entertained with the pro- 
duction "Princess Zou 
baroff." I'he tickets were 
donated by Cabinet mem- 
bers John Callen and Jack 
Baker and, as a henefit 
for the Court treasur 

by Hector 

|We had a tremendousl 
successful gvening and 
want to especially thank 
'all who attended. 

Next on our agenda is 
an auction by the Game- 
cock Court to benefit 
Operation Concern. We 
will gather at the Twin 
Peaks on Tuesda 
March 22, at 9:00 pm. All 

were sold at $3.00 each.linterested persons and 
  
  

   
    

RENTING APRIL 1,1977 

12 RE-STORED CHARMING 

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 

WOODBURNING FIREPLACES 

HARDWOOD FLOORS 

MODERN KITCHENS & BATHS 

NEAR ALL TRANS 

NEAR RETAIL SHOPPING 

PRICED FROM $225.00 

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT: 

864-1846 

The Cork, TREE! 

CALIFORNIA 

PORTATION 

  
ICE SERVICE 

24 HOUR <REe DELIVERY SERVICE 

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 

“FOR THAT EMERGENCY SERVICE” 

PHONE 

285 6785 .. 285 6786 
FOR ICE AROUND THE CLOCK 

  

PARTY ICE « BARICE e CUBLETS « DICE ICE 
  

SPECIALIZING IN DRY ICE 

SERVICING SAN FRANCISCO, NORTHERN SAN MATEO COUNTY 

AND SOUTHERN MARIN COUNTY 

RADIO DISPATCHED AND CONTROLLED 
TRUCKS FOR FASTER SERVICE!!! 

PICK UP SERVICE AT 125 BARNEVELD 

  

Court members are asked 
to support this auction by 
bringing auctionable items 
to the Twin Peaks prior to: 
9:00 pm on Tuesday. With 
your help, we can make a, 
sizable contribution to 
Operation Concern. : 

Sunday, March 20, is 
the San Franciscans' 
Butch Brunch at Seaman's 
Hall from Noon to 
4:00 pm. We would appre- 
ciate as many Court 
members as possible rep- 
resenting the Gamecock 
Court mn standard uni 
form. 

On Monday, March 21 
Tracey Dunn 1s Bogting a 
P2rty at Slagel's for the 

    

  

Ron Porter and Pat thank everyone who has 
Gardner will Co-Chair our worked with us thus far, 
"Hollywood Canteen" on and we have much yet to 
May 21. We will hold this do; so if you have free 

Saturday night party at time for one of our Com- 
the Gay Center, ad de- mittees, let someone 
tails are forthcoming. know. 

The Gamecock 8 ourt Please go back through 

will be busy in the months my column and mark your 
ahead, and I am proud to calendars. We don't want 
see our people creating you tomiss a thing! 
excitement. I want to 

ane Doe-In Brief 

  

  Muscular Dystrophy Ass'n 
I am sure that Tracey 
would appreciate any sup 
port you can give her 

The Pride Great 
Depression Dinner and 
Dance will be held on 
Sunday, March 27, at the 
Gay Center, 330 Grove St 
We're planning to attend 
this event en masse, so 
please mark your calen- 
dars. 

As many of you already! 
know, Empress de San! 
Francisco Jane Doe will 
hold her Investiture on 
April 3 at the Golden! 
Gate Theater (upstairs). 
Although I understand a 
few of the details are 
pending, the Investiture! 
will take place early in 
the sven’ - 500 - 
9:00 pm. This should cer- 
tainly give everyone the 
OpportwAly to attend and 
yet not lose a wink of 
Sleny) 

The Imperial Princess 
to the Emperors AFTER 
Norton, La Kish, holds her 
Roller Skating outing on 
Thursday, March 31. “She 
has tickets available at 
$3.00 each at the New 
Bell Saloon. This party 
will be a benefit for the 
Community Softball 
League and should be an 
evening of unusual enter- 
tainment to say the least 

The Gamecock Court 
thas many activities in the 
wind. The "Emperor's 
Birthday Party" will be 
held on April 23, and 
you'll be hearing a lot 
more about this. Bob 
Cramer is heading the 
Committee for this 
extravaganza which is 
‘made up of Mark Calhoun, 
Bob Shore, Ferris Lehman, 
Joel Coleman, Keith Lee. 
Mike Gerena and Dale 
Sorenson. 

We also $opsinted Mike 
Gerena and Keith Lee as 
‘Co-Chairmen of the Float 
Committee for the Game- 
cock Court's Gay ay 
Parade float. Théyll be 
asking for a lot of help 
just prior to the Parade on 
June 26. Clarence Nora 
and Bob Perry have al- 
ready committed them- 
selves to this Committee, 
and we're looking for 
more volunteers. 

  

® Complimentary 

Consultation 

® Brochure 
Confidential 

Beards — Thinned 

Shoulders — Chest 

Back — Stomach 

  
[physician Associated 
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Permanent 

HAIR 
415— 433-5666 
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San Francisco Electrolysis 
516 Sutter St., #211 
San Francisco, Calif. 94102 

“We recognize electrolysis as the only permanen 
method of hair removal." 

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

REMOVAL 

  

by Michael Nameth 
M ratitude to the have something of inter- 

BAY AREA REPORTER est to attend. The Com 
for the OpfoEHmity to munity Softball League 
write this column bringing gets underway for their 
ou events and happenings fifth year at Noon on 
uring my reign as Em- April 3’ at Hayward Field 
ress de San Francisco for opening ceremonies 
I. It is difficult for me with the first game of the 

to express in words how season, Rainbow Cattle 
Pisesed I am with all the Co. v. *P.S., immediately 
riends who helped elect following. After the 
me Empress. he cam game there will be a party 
aign was ‘camp and fun; at Oil Can Harry's with a 
he most significant donation of $1.00 going to 
factor was making new the league's insurance 
friends and re-establishing fund. t 5:00 PM that 
old acquaintances. Win- same day will be my 
ning the title is not the Investiture at the Golden 
end - it is just the begin- Gate Theater. On Easter 
ning. I want to encourage Sunday we will have the 
all to join with me In traditional Easter Walk 
bringing” to the City we through "Polkstrasse." 
love” so much a year of Join us if you can for a 
which we can all be proud. fun-filled day. : 
My Court will be known as Once again, I want to 
"The Court of the White thank everyone who 
Rose," which symbolizes helped me dupe my cam- 
Fusity, valour and honour. paign. It will be 1mpos- 

hope this answers all sible to please everyone, 
questions regrrding "what but I will do my best to 
is camp?" y Investiture bring you laughter, enter- 
will be held April 3 at the tainment and joy via Jane 
Golden Gate Theater Doe. If we work together 
starting at 5:00 PM. and forget our prejudices, 
There will be a donation we will have a worthwhile 
of $6.00 which includes year. 
hors d'oeuvres, no-host po 

Soreening of Diana Ross County's fight to keep 
"Lady Sings the Blues." their newly-enacted Gay 
Immediately after the Rights bill by sending your 

contributions to rans- flick there will be a 
special appearance which Jg5ience Center, P.O. Box 
ou will just have to be tO. ; : 

Yong io experience. Then Tg is an jmpetient fight 
I will bestow high honors 
and recognition to those 
who made me what I am 
today. 

If every month is as 
active as February, it is 
going to be a fun-filled 

You can help Dade 

Denver 
Position Open 
Many from the Gay 

ear. My Court and I communit 
Yo aded the Barbary have oy 3 bored 
Coasters Academy the past year % establish 

’ the Cable Car a Gay Community Center 
Awards, the Special in Donal deh {Appearance of Miss Jane such as weekend retreats 
‘Olivor at The City, and and successful fund- the coronation of the new raisers have indicated a 
‘Empress in Sacramanto. wide base of support. To 
San Francisco was well- date, an interim Board of 
represented in  Sacra- Directors and six working mento with Empresses committees are function Bella, Willis, Maxine, ing, Although many Freida and Flame Czar- activities will be deter- 
'inas VooDoo and Lorelei; mined by the people who Dauphine Ginger _ and will use ‘the center ] . some 
Crown Princess Ginny programs will include: 
Lee. Congratulations and counseling, referrals, 
Best Wishes to the newly meetin i 
elected Empress of Sacri- {Cottam co 2 are , 
mento, Pat Montclair. of educational, social bi This weekend my Court cultural activities. 
and I will be in Vancouver The interim Board of 
for their Coronation. We Directors is now accept- 
will then fly to Long ing applications for a full- 
Beach for their Corona-itime salaried Coordinator tion on Sunday. If anyone for the Center. Send is interested in joining us resumes or inquiries to please stop in and see me the followin address 
week i at the N'Touch ed to oy 30, :1977: 
where am now bar-The Gay Community 
tending. Center of Colorado, Inc., 

April will be a festive RO Box 2024, Denver, 
month, and everyone will grado 80201, Attn: 
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Seventh Year of Serving the Community    
  

  

A Gay Woman's Open Letter to 
Gay Men TOUCH ME NOT [J NOT (] NOT 

Look out. 
You are in the process of being marketed into 

possible oblivion by people who are interested in 
capturing your money and coutdnicing Jor minds. 
An image of Gay men is being sold to the world, one 
that keeps getting tighter, smaller, more restrictive. 
less complex. Progressively, you are being displayed 
as being either disco swinger or super-macho. The 
old roles of butch and femme have metamorphosed 
into butch and butcher. Your visibility is becomin 
that of heartless prick, capable of fucking an 
Duyine pretty things for a lot of money - but 
completely unable to love, feel warmth, feel affec- 
tion. 

Men are raised in this culture to ignore half 
their emotions. You can be strong, independent. 
aggressive - but never, ever cry. Feminism has 
broken down many of these stereotypes and afforded 
men the chance to open up and feel more. Yet, the 
feminist influence has been exterminated in most 
Gay male publications. The commercially accepted 
image has not made room for feelings. Sex is 
supreme, not emotions or caring. And many men 
unaware of the options or unable to express some of 
their deeper needs, accept the "safety" of the 
promoted image and follow, follow. 

Arthur Bell's recent VILLAGE VOICE article, 
"Looking for Mr. Gaybar," frightened the shit out of 
me. As fellow/sister writers, I will defend to the 
death Arthur's right to publish anything he diddly 
damn pleases. owever, I cannot let Rhis article 
pass unchallenged. : 

Arthur paints a picture of what the easier parts 
of "liberation" have wrought accessibility to 
mindless, superficial sex with no investment of 
human emotions. The man in question (I do hope the 
name is a Preudonynl is cold, cynical, detached 
from everything at night but his penis. He dressed 
in the 'au courant' butch look, cruises with a hard 
eye, gets it on in backrooms and then leaves, 
untouched, unscathed. We know he is not happy, but 
nothing is suggested to point out an alternative 
direction. It's all decadent, chic and just another 
step on a presumedly inevitable road to Weimar. 

One mental picture sticks, that of a man on the 
floor of one bar, screaming "Stamp on me!" STAMP 
ON ME. Is this the way men are trying to touch 
each other now? Is this the end result of the mass 
marketing of sex? Are all these men hurting so bad 
that the only way to touch is by creating an external 
hurt that's bigger? 

I'm reminded of a poem my friend Jimmy wrote 
one darkly pitted night: 

There is a demon common to all aesthetics 
and athiests. 

A Dreying/praving imp of Hell 
known to the lost and lone ones 

as feeling lost and lonely. 

Why is everyone so afraid to say, "I'm hurt. I'm 
lonely. Help me." Why are we so bent on trying to 
run away from ourselves? My friends tell me 
horrible stories of trying to find friendship and being 
offered only a fuck. They speak of needing 
conversation, caring, the ability to find warmth in 
another's arms - and not finding it in the men they 

The alternatives to the bars and cruising are 
few. It's like the battle to feel is so terrifyingly 
huge that no one is willing to try. } 

This emerging, visible picture of Gay men in 
America is not true. You cannot possibly be that 
emotionally lobotomized. You know what it feels 
like - REALLY feels like. Discos and bars and baths 
can be fun - but there's got to be something else. A 
lace for your rage against the world, if you bother 
o feel it. A place for safety in another person's 

arms. A place where you can stop pretending to be 
the untouchable Mr. Gaybar and just be you. There 
must be more to your world than sex and "don't 
come close." Gay sexual acts are "still illegal in the 
state of New York." There is "no Gay rights bill in 
New York City." You cannot have the dubious good 
of easy sex and not deal with the ignorance and bad 
that it is producing. The potential for destruction of 
vs all, is what we risk if we do not stop to think and 

eel. 
And we cannot allow this distortion of human 

visibility to continue - or we might start believing 
it, too.” This is the image of us that homophobes 
have always held. Sexual creatures with no redeem- 
ing social values. Mindless morons bent on sin and 
corruption. Loveless, anguished souls who are not 
human. This assumption of decadence among our- 
selves is dangerous. After all, if Arthur says were 
Jockin a lot like Weimar - can a Hitler be far 
ehind? 

meet. 

Loretta Lotman 

- reprinted from "Michael's Thing" 

  

Bob Iacini 

ACCOUNTING & TAX CONSULTANT 
NOTARY PUBLIC 

   

    

All Women’s 
Theater 

The newly formed 
Women's Theater Produc- 
tion, sponsored by the 
Theater Task Force of the 
S.F. Chapter of the Na- 
tional rganization for 
Women, will present its 
first production on 
April 15, 16, 22 and 23 at 
Bethany Church (Clinger 
and Sanchez), 8:00 pm, for 

     
   

  

   OFFICE PHONE: 626-8119 

556 CASTRO STREET HOME PHONE: 626-7010 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114 

<= BUY A GOING BUSINESS == 
for ONE or TWO 

PROCESS SIGNS : 
(Not Hand Lettered) } 

SELLER WILL STAY AND TRAIN 

     
        
     

$2.00 donation at the 
door. The following works 
will be featured: 

"The Serious Middle," a i 
variety show, co-directed 

Mat), Bergauist and 
aren Olila of the B&O 

Women's Theater Troupe, 
founded in 1974 in Cham- 
paign, Ill.,, and most 
recently seen at the S.F. 
Women's Conference on 
Violence Against Women. 

6 Years Successful Operation } 

Much Greater Potential 

Call HERB WEBB, Agent 
626-6657 

  

Performers in "The Seri- Vom a — a a> a> a> a> a> 
Sus Middle! arate ary 
ergquist, Karen Olila an : 

fos rounstine. HORSEBACK Nature Rides 
"Overtones," a one-act i wins OTS 1913 by Led by: expert Aaturalist, Peter Ourusoff 

    

    
      

   

Alice Gerstenberg, direct- 
ed by Cindy Wilson, is a 
humorous satire dealing 
with the subconscious 
versus the conscious mind. 
Cindy Wilson is a theater 
artist involved with both 
acting and directing who 
received her training at 
California State Univer- 
sity, Sonoma. Performers 
in "Overtones" are: 
Deborah Black, Dey 
Ehrlich, Cathay Guinn an 
Joanne McEntire. 

"Calm Down Mother," a 
one-act play written in 

Horseback Nature Rides 
Explore Bay Area 
Parks and Hills 

    
Reasonable Rates 

Groups or Individuals      
“NATURE RIDES” 
6077 N. Arlington Blvd., San Pablo 94806 — 232-0612       1966 by Meagan Terr ) 

directed b Louise Min orzstess 

concerns of the women's 
movement as well asyg 
having appeal for all 
women. erformers in 
"Calm Down Mother" are:l 
Connie Merced, Katherine | 
Stenberg and Jan Maginl 
Thomas. 8 

The N.O.W. Theaterl 
Task Force has beenld 
organized to meet they 
needs of women involved 
in theater at all levels. , 
Its functions will include 
monitoring women's 
theater in the Bay Areal 
and reporting on dvelop-4 
ments in this field, ad-§ 
dressing the problems 
women may face within g 
the industry such as labor 
relations and unfair hiring! 
practices, exposing 
women writers, directorsl 
and performers to thej 
ublic, and, most impor-g 
antly, entertaining and g 
educating the public con- 
cerning women's theater 
in general. # 

e Women's Theaterl 
Production needs the§g 
interest and support ofyg 
the women's community. 
Anyone interested in be- 
coming involved in any 

LODIAG PARTY EAGH MONTH 

   
    

DANCING NIGHTLY 
Your Hosts: Mel & Floyd 

Your Bartender: Keith 

Phass of future produc- 
NEW HOURS: COCKTAIL HOUR: 

Pao to Etat 2PM 0 2AM Mon.-Fri. ~~ 5-7PM, Mon.-Fri. 
Louise Nl Theater Noon to 2AM Weekends Well 65¢ : Beer 50¢ 
Task Force, at 333-5119. 3 

PLEASE NOTE: A per-1 THE FIRST DANCE BAR 

IN VALENCIA VALLEY 
formance will also be held} 

853 VALENCIA 285-7911 | 
at 8:00 pm on _ Friday,g 

Bi on on EE GE A an nan on ae an 

April 29, at the Gay, 
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Center, 330 Grove (be-g 
ON Franklin & Gough), 
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Books 

View From 

Another Closet: 
  

EXPLORING BISEXUALITY 
IN WOMEN, by Janet Bode, ° , 

Hawthorne Books, 1976; $8.95 writer based in San Fran- 
gleaned such in- 

informal 
with 
articulate 

She also used a 
men and 

females 

cisco, 
sights 

Don't be put off by this | conversations 
title. The time to break number 
down the barriers between | women. 

2 : women on the [detailed uestionnaire. 
ay issue is now. e 

Toavh much about the sex- most of whom were born 
uality of each other by|after 
close comparisons. 
many areas males and! way of life and insist that 

are similar in the 
their desires rather than tha 
different. Bisexual people | both sexes. 
tend to offer more under-| frequently 

standing 
when makin 

In| conviction about 

are seekin 
can be oifered by 

Bisexuals are 
rejected by 

patience 
love. 

Janet Bode, a freelance 

isexual women, 

speak with 
their 

the best 
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MEN'S HAIRSTYLES 

  

FRED'S HEALTH CLUB 
COMPLIMENTARY DINNERS EVERY 

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY, 6:30 TO 8:30 

All Inclusive with Admission 

PLUS OUR 

SUNDAY SWINGERS 
BASH 

IS STILL GOING STRONG 

Kan you afford not to Kum? 

1718 Broadway, 

Redwood City 365 9303 
FRED'S HEALTH CLUB -FRED’S HEALTH CLUB FRED'S HEALT! I
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XOrUm 
Shampoo, Conditioner, Haircut 

NOW $12.50 WITH THIS AD 
Half Price to All New Customers 

Ie 3038 FILLMORE at Union, San Francisco | 
Hours 9 AM-8 PM / Closed Sunday: 563-0505 |     
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both sides: straights feel 
they are immoral, and 
Gays claim they are cop- 
ping out. : 

ode turns up surprising 
historical leads. isexu- 
ality was not listed in the 
READERS GUIDE TO 
PERIODICAL LITER A- 
TURE until March 1973. 
Information was difficult 
to locate until quite 
recently. Such "deviant" 
emotions were accepted 
among the Greeks and 
Romans, but when 
Christianity arose, a mas- 
sive blackout choked off 
anything sensual. Women 
were demeaned as forces 
of evil and bisexuals 
stayed hidden until the 
modern era. It wasn't 
luntil 1975, for example, 
that Barbara Walters 
opened the subject on her 
television show "Not For 
Women Only." 

According to Bode, the 
women she interviewed 
are hoping the "androgy- 
nous" = personality will 
emerge among both men 

} and women of the future. 
| (This refers to people who 

male and female - men 
who can be tender and 
women who are not afraid 

| to be aggressive.) They 
I see bisexuality as a wa 
| of bringing both straights 
| and ays closer for 
mutual support and under- 

j standing. 
These gals disagree 
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Subscription £ 
i 

From one Gay to another . . . Se 8 

13 Issues $ 6.00 Name 

26 Issues $10.00 Address ; 

52 Issues $1 7.00 City Zip 

$33323333323232332322823880083883338s 
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Janet Bode, author of “View From Another Closet’. 

are psychologically both ¢ 

Y facets of 

  

Women’s 
Funk Band 

On Saturday, March 26, 
the Peoples' Cultural Cen- 
ter will present SWEET 
CHARIOT, one of San 
Francisco's best and most 
popular funk bands. A 
visually and musically 
exciting and energetic 
group, they draw a large 
and enthusiastic crowd 
wherever they appear in 
concert. SWEET 
CHARIOT consists of 
Sharon Russel, lead vocal 
& itar; Sheila Renee, 
keyboards & vocals; 
Bonnie Johnson, drums 
and back-up vocals; 
Maurice Rhodes, bass; and 
Annette Agilan congas & 
timbales. They play origi- 
nal songs they've written, 
as well as music of La- 
belle Rufus, Stevie 
Wonder and James Brown. 
This will be the first 
20pasrance » the band at 
the Peoples' Cultural Cen- 
ter. he evening will 
begin at 8:30 PM; the 
band will begin at 
10:00 PM, and admission 
will be free before 
9:00 PM and $2.00 after 
9:00. Refreshments and 
food will be available all 
evening. For information, 
call 431-9329. 

with Psychinlrists who “NT A TT 
claim that bisexuals are M.L A. 77 

people unable to love any- 
one. As one of Bode's , Reporting on the pres- 
confidants forcefully tigious Modern Language 
expressed it, "A decision Assn 1977 Convention in 
should be based on emo- New York, asm Cole 

i : — wrote in a February issue Hons, Jot sexual differ of SATURDAY RE We 

They see multiple In 1973, I wrote an arti- 
sexual yearnings as an cle about the MLA for 
pase, not a handicap. THE NEW YORK TIMES. 
Another woman empha- [ooking around the meet- 
sizes the advantages: ing just past, I didn't no- 
I've been sleeping with tice any startling changes. 
men who are Gay or Unemp oyment seems a 
haven't slept with a pit worse; topic subjects 
woman in years. I find remain similarly arcane; 
theyre more willing to there are just as many 
get close. With many peards, and perhaps more 
Frdighs men there's a women - about half. A 

bubble - they're in their noticeable change is the 
bubble and I'm in mine. proliferation of discus- 

View From Another sions of gay ation Gay 
eet ie Filled wisn... Caucuses and sessions on Closet is filled with rich gc}, topics as "Language 

insights and a cornucopia in the Gay Community." 
of opinions about the One note in the MLA 
shades of gray that ripple CONVENTION DAILY is 
between the ‘sexuality of interesting. In a section 
all of us. Bisexuality may devoted to changes in the 
be the weathervane of the printed program, this ran: 
future - this behooves all "Ga aucus for the 
Gays to be aware of this Modern Languages - Jodi 
new trend in sexual free- Braxton is not a Lesbian 
om. As che Of the feminist and will not ar- 
women so a ases ticipate in meetin . 
Ihe gestion, “Why is the P . 
radition of the rugged | #gpy- 

individualist allowed in all | _o¢X: the last sanctuary for character | Violence, conquest, and rap- 
except sexual orienta- | ture, is a world as docilely 
tion? crammed as an elevator as- 

by Frank J. Howell onlin ier unehvgme.” 

  

      

   

   

For the biggest selection of drinking glasses 
and the best prices in town, check out 
our expert service. We delive:. ° 

2S Bob Ross 

1550 Howard Street 

San Francisco, Ca. 94103 
Telephone (415) 861-7230   
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Letters to Our Staff 

Editor: 

As we all know, Anita Bryant and her homo- 
phobic horde are very much in the news lately. Just 
as soon as I learned of her actions through the 
general media I wrote to the Florida Citrus Commis- 
sion to express my opinion of her "crusade." 

The enclosed three letters show the exchange 
that occurred. The Commission replied to my letter 
(with what I suspect is a form letter) and I responded 
to their statements. 

  

James Andrew Nicholas 

% ok did 

Florida Citrus Commission 

Dear Madames/Sirs: 

The recent actions of Anita Bryant to overturn 
a human rights ordinance in Dade County shock me. 
While I am rarely influenced by advertising, Ms. 
Bryant's commercials have aroused my curiousity 
sufficiently to increase my purchasing of your 
State's citrus products. However, in light of Ms. 
Bryant's abhorrent actions, that must change. 

The exercise of one's rights to religious beliefs 
oversteps the bounds of justice when used to deny 
the basic human rights of others. The vilification of 
the ordinance forbidding discrimination on a basis of 
affectional preference 1s in itself a condemnation of 
Ms. Bryant's "brand of religion." 

"Save Our Children, Inc.," headed by Ms. 
Bryant, is an organization of bigots righteously 
asserting what they believe is their right to deny the 
Gay people of Dade County their basic human rights. 
Their fervor in their attack on mythical dangers to 
their children is based on sheer ignorance and 
perverted religious beliefs. 

Her campai ainst human rights must be 
halted. I urge the Florida citrus industry to break 
all ties with Ms. Bryant. Every time I see her on TV 
now, my stomach twists in revulsion. 

Until the matter is settled in favor of the 
human rights ordinance Ms. Bryant is fighting, or she 
is pablicly dismissed by her Florida Citrus employ- 
ers, I will urge everyone I meet to boycott ALL 
citrus products that do not specify origin OUTSIDE 
of Florida. 

James Andrew Nicholas 

* * * 

Mr. James Andrew Nicholas 
San Francisco, CA 

Dear Mr. Nicholas: 

While we recognize that Anita Bryant is identi- 
fied closely with the State of Florida, she was actin 
on her own initiative in the Miami situation and no 
as % Spokesperson for our organization or the state 
itself. 

For us at this point to try to prevent her from 
making any further statements on this issue would 
be denying her the rights which members of the Gay 
community have been denied traditionally over the 
years. The Citrus Commission is not going to be put 
in the position of committing a wrong to correct a 
wong; 

e take no stand one way or the other 
regarding the Gay Equal Rights situation and feel 
that the only reason that you have pulled us into this 
is that you see us as economically vulnerable. Your 
argument is with Anita Bryant the person, not Anita 
Bryant the spokesperson of the Florida citrus indus- 
try. 

Edward A. Taylor 
Executive Director 

* * * 

Dear Mr. Taylor: 

In reply to your letter of Feb. 22, may I clarify 
foveral important points of the Anita Bryant prob- 
em? 

Certainly, I realize that Ms. Bryant is not 
acting on behalf of the State of Florida, or the 
Florida Citrus Commission. Despite that realiza- 
tion, it is not possible to separate Anita the Citrus 
Promoter from Anita the Crusading Bigot. After 
all, the essence of advertising is "image." Formerly. 
a dis lay of Florida citrus products reminded one of 
Ms. Bryant's singing about ‘oranges. Now your 
products conjure up the image of a fiendish crusader 
etermined to destroy human rights. 

By all means, do not "commit a wrong to 
correct a wrong" as you said. The president of a 
New York production firm had the advantage of 
knowing about Anita Bryant the fanatic before 
making the error of becoming financially entangled 
in her web of bigotry. You did not have that 
advantage and so cannot "go back" and refuse her 
services as Teletactics did by cancelling her role in 
8 dayeloning television show. You, Mr. Taylor, can 
dismiss her now, allowing her to carry on as she 
wishes, without further tarnishing the image of the 
Florida Citrus Commission nationwide. 

.. Yes, you are "economically vulnerable" as you 
said, but name one industry that is not. 

I must agree with the many articles and 
editorials I have seen 
campaign. Until Ms. Bryant's ties to Florida Citrus 
are formally severed, I will buy ONLY those citrus 

Apartheid 
Protest 

The San Francisco Gay 

condemning Ms. Bryant's 

products specifying origin outside of Florida, and Democratic Club and 
encourage others to do the same. 

Sincerely, 

James Andrew Nicholas 

Hastings Gay Law Stu- 
dents have endorsed a 
March 19 demonstration 
sponsored by the Commit- 
tee to Defend the Black 

  

Jim Stoll 
Resigns From 
Operation 
Concern 

Jim Stoll, Director of 
the Operation Concern 
Counseling Services, has 
announced his resignation 
effective April 30. 

Mr. Stoll has accepted 
the directorship of the J. 
Walter Cameron Center, a 
community service agency 
serving the island of Maui. 
He will lead a very large 
and thriving center which 
provides a wide range of 
communit services in- 
cludin Aental Health, 
Mental Retardation, and a 
Sheltered Workshop. 

Gary McDonald, newly 
elected chairman of the 
Operation Concern Board 
0 Directors, accepted 
Stoll's decision with deep 
regrets. 

Under the leadership of 
Mr. Stoll and the adminis- 
trative support of Pacific 
Medical enter, Opera- 
tion Concern has achieved 
a unique status in the 
mental health field and is 
the object of nationwide 
recognition as the first of 
its kind and a model for 
Gay mental health centers 
in other parts of the coun- 
try. Grants totalling in 
the thousands of oh 
have been awarded to 
Operation Concern cover- 
ing a wide range of serv 
ices, Incinding counseling 
for parents of Gay child 
ren, training grants and 
suicide prevention areas. 

The Board of Operation 
Concern has set up a 
screening board consisting 
of Gay professionals in 
such fields as psycho- 
therapy, peyehiaing social 
service, and mental health 
to investigate any and all 
aoplicants for the position 
which heads a staff of ten 
Gay persons engaged in 
counseling members of 
the community in the 
various problems which it 
is felt can only be handled 
by Gay therapists. Per- 
sons interested in applying 
for the position may con- 
tact Mr. Stoll at Pacific 
Medical Center or Chair- 
man of the Board of 
Directors Mr. Gary 
McDonald. 

Matching fund raisin 
Eijects for the Board o 
irectors includes the an- 

nual = Circus-Circus on 
July 31 and the annual 
Closet Ball in August. 

Missouri Senate 
Rejects ERA 

JEFFERSON CITY - The 
Equal Rights Amendment 
was defeated yesterday in 
the Missouri Senate on a 
vote of 22 to 12. 

The defeat came after 
more than two hours of 
parliamentary maneuver- 

  

Majority in Southern 
Africa. The rally will 
take place at noon in 
Kimball Park, Gears & 
Steiner. Black Ga au- 

ms by those on both sides 
of the proposed constitu- 
tional amendment. 

It marked the second 
time the Senate has re- 
jected ERA, this time by CUS) Bay Area Gay Libera- 

tion, Gay Action and Gay 
Teachers & Schoolworkers 
Coalition have also en- 
dorsed the demonstration. 

a larger margin than two 
years ago. 

     
   

  

   
SAN FRANCISCO 
METROPOLITAN 

COMMUNITY CHURCH 

Rev. Charles W. Larsen, M. Div., Pastor 

  

    
  
  

   

  

Sunday services: 1 PM and 7:30 PM 
Wednesday service: 7:30 PM 

23rd & Capp Sts., 1 block off Mission 
Mission United Presbyterian Church 

  

      
    

  

Counseling available 

Church office: 1076 Guerrero, S.F., 94110 

(415) 285-0392 

  

      

   

  

   

  

OUR REGULAR LUNCH 

MENU PLUS SPECIALTIES 
FROM THE 

CAGA P= CRISTAL        

  

     
    

SERVED FROM 
llam to 3:30pm 

1121 Polk Street 441-7798 
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SERRAMONTE PETS 

1425 HACIENDA DRIVE 

CAMPBELL, CA. 

  

   

                  

   

  

   

                

   

   

    

   

      

   

  

   

  

   

      

   

  

   
   

        

   

  

up job. 

Club, located at the o po- 
site end of 9th St. 
the Brave Bull. 
tures beer, wine and pool. 

rom 
It fea- 

started again soon. 

are being bothered in the 
Pastime 
lot. This 
There has been no single 
case of disturbance in the 
lot or the bar in the three 

Club's Jparkin 
is NOT true! 

    

conducted a two-hour 

no more questions from 
the audience. 

The landmark meetin 
3, opened by Stonewa 

TV celebrity Jack Albert- 

rogress. Albertson noted 
hat it took a Gay club to 
make him a delegate to 
the California Democratic 
Clubs Convention sched- 

T
R
 

i
 

    

MONTEREY 

  

Another new bar in " hy DISCO MUSIC 
: open . i 4 h 

(beautiful ; downtown) i forum LT . Emperor of San Fran- AN DECK 
Modesto is the Pastime cisco, Hector Navarro, 

and the Gamecock Court 
will host an auction on 
Tuesday, March 22, at 
9:00 pm at the Twin Peaks 

214 Lighthouse Ave. 

Phone 408) 373-7828 

cern are asked to bring 

The auction will feature 
many celebrity auction- 
eers. It has been billed as 
an evening of excitement 
and entertainment and 
should certainly prove to   

    
  

  

    

  

   

  
: 1 President Morris i 

Blapiock will “he Danny Knight. He first intro- turned over to. Operation 
than happy to cater to Guced Mrs. Wallace pH Concern as a supplement 
your drinking needs. Albertson, head of the 1 to their limited income. 

The Brave Bull no long- Sanfornis, SSmocsatic The embers of the oust 
er has Sunday Brunch, but j; : ’ ’ an those with an 
they hope A get things introduced her husband, interest in Operation Con- BUDDY NIGHT Man. & Tues. 

Yor le BE hE pico one ve" TWO LOCKERS for the price of ONE 
Modesto that customers oF Save glowin re ors 9:00 pm this Tuesda 

    

a private membership club 
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arch 25 and the Merced 
oronation on April 16. 
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“Brother, can you spare a dime?” 

FERN PRESENTS =\ ~~ 

| 

17 Pride Foundation Benefit 

7" GREAT 
DEPRESSION 
\ DINNER 4 
\& DANCE 4 

GAY COMMUNITY CENTER 
330 GROVE 

SUNDAY, MARCH 27 

8 to Midnight 

No - 

1.99 advance 2.49 at door 

SPECIAL ATTRACTION 

The fabulous MICHELLE, M.C. 

Hosting a Star Studded Program 

Featuring 

“THE CASTROETTES” 

OST vysT For YOU xy, 
YOu, AND yOu, 

“Bill of Fare” 

10¢ 
CHICKEN DRUM STICKS 

HOT DOGS 

SANDWICHES 

POTATO SALAD 

COLE SLAW 

APPLE 

ORANGE 

POPCORN 

DILL PICKLE 

APPLE PIE 

COOKIES 

CAKES 

SHRIMP COCKTAIL 

FRUIT COCKTAIL 

DEVILED EGG 

COFFEE 

BAKED BEANS 

  

\) 

Prizes for the Best Depression Costumes 

THIS AD COUR1ESY OF THE COITS OF SAN FRANCISCO - 

‘tN THEIR 14th YEA& OF SERVING THE COMMUNITY 
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free 
IN THE BAY AREA 

I I po ELSEWHERE 

NEXT DEADLINE: APRIL 8, 1977 

THE LARGEST CIRCULATION AND READERSHIP IN THE BAY AREA 

San Jose - Vice Arrests Up 500% 

BAY AREA REPORTER 

VOLUME 7 NUMBER 7 MARCH 31, 1977 NEXT ISSUE OUT: APRIL 14, 1977 
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WE’VE PUT MORE HOURS IN OUR DAY 

FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT 

Beginning April 1 

We’ll Be Open From 12 Noon Until 2 A.M. 

AS —T 

1942 MARKET STREET—SAN FRANCISCO 

RESERVATIONS 626-4726 
Open 12 Noon To 2A.M. 

Dinner Served Every Night 6 — 11 PM. Sunday Brunch 11:00 AM — 3:00 PM  


